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Summary
Nowadays the availability of computational models of nonlinear dynamic
components is becoming a key requirement for the analysis and design of
complex systems. The complexity of many components, however, as well as
the lack of information on their internal structure often prevent from the
development of traditional physical models. This scenario raise the interest
for behavioral models, which are models obtained from the observation of
the external behavior of components.
In this thesis we focus on the development of behavioral models for the
assessment of Signal Integrity (SI) and ElecroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
effects on fast digital circuits. Such an assessment, that is mainly achieved by
simulating the evolution of signals sent on interconnects by digital integrated
circuits (ICs), requires efficient and accurate models of IC ports driving and
loading the interconnects themselves. The required models must allow the
simulation of large realistic problems and must performs at an accuracy level
useful to the prediction of sensitive effects, like crosstalk and radiation. Be-
havioral models meet such requirements and are establishing as the best tools
for the description of IC ports.
We analyze possible behavioral modeling methods for IC ports and con-
centrate on behavioral modeling via black-box identification. It amounts to
the selection of a suitable parametric model and to the estimation of its pa-
rameters from measured transient responses. The selection of a suitable class
of parametric models leads to Radial Basis Function (RBF) representations,
that offer many advantages in the modeling of systems with strong nonlinear
nature and multiple inputs. We developed a simplified RBF model that can
be obtained from measured port voltage and current. The estimation of such
model is simple and relies on a robust algorithm.
In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed approach and its feasi-
bility, we apply it to the modeling of several virtual devices and to an actual
device of interest. The obtained models perform at a fairly good accuracy
and efficiency levels and turn out to be weakly sensitive to driven loads and
measurement setup. Besides, since the model structure is selected by the
estimation process itself, all the relevant physical effects relating input and
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Nowadays the availability of computational models of nonlinear dynamic
systems is becoming very important. The complexity of actual systems and
the lack of detailed physical models require a modeling approach based on
the observation of system behavior.
In this scenario, the development of behavioral models plays a crucial
role. The behavioral modeling of a system means to look for a relation among
all the relevant system variables on the basis of the external observation of
the system response to suitable stimuli. Application examples can be easily
found in almost any areas of interest. The control of industrial plants or
complex mechanical systems as well as the prediction of economic phenomena
and the numerical simulation of electrical and electronic circuits demand the
availability of such models. In fact, these applications require simple but
effective models of actual systems, that can be hardly obtained from their
detailed physical descriptions, even if they were available. This is maily due
to the huge number of variables and unknown nonlinear effects influencing
the behavior of actual systems.
Even if the methodology addressed in this Thesis is quite general, we con-
centrate on the numerical simulation of fast digital circuits for the assessment
of Signal Integrity (SI) and ElecroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC).
Such an assessment is of paramount importance in the design of fast
circuits. It is devised to predict sensitive effects, like waveform distotsion,
crosstalk, overshoots and radiation [6.1]. This prediction is mainly achieved
by simulating the evolution of signals sent on interconnects (cable wires,
PCB and MCM lands) by digital ICs. The accuracy of SI/EMC simulations
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heavily depends on the available models of circuit elements. Whereas the
modeling of inteconnects is rather established, the modeling of digital ICs is
in the beginning.
Since digital ICs are complex nonlinear dynamic systems, containing a
very complex functional part and a high number of pins (several hundreds
for modern microprocessors), there is no hope to effectively model both the
functional part (the IC internal logic) and the input/output ports. For this
reason and for the prediction of waveforms on interconnects, we require ef-
fective and accurate models of digital IC ports driving and loading the inter-
connects themselves. The main objective of this work is to look for effective
behavioral methods for such a modeling task. This is due to the lack of
detailed physical models of digital IC ports (e.g., SPICE transistor level),
mostly classified by IC manufacturers, as well as their complexity.
The structure of this thesis is as follows.
Section 2 deals with the general problem of IC ports behavioral modeling
and possible modeling approaches.
Section 3 deals with the approach we mainly discuss in this Thesis: the
behavioral modeling via black-box identification. Here we investigate possi-
ble methods for the black-box identification of models of nonlinear dynamic
circuit elements.
Section 4 discusses the application of the black-box identification ap-
proach based on Radial Basis Function (RBF) models to the modeling of
digital IC ports. In this Section we address the development of simplified
RBF models for the output ports of digital ICs, that can be easily obtained
from port measurements.
Finally, Section 5 and Section 6 collect the comment on our contribu-




This Section defines the problem of modeling fast digital IC ports and outlines
possible modeling approaches. IC ports can be classified into input, output
and power supply ports. The modeling of input ports is rather straightfor-
ward because their operation is scarcely correlated to the IC internal oper-
ation. For this reason they can be assumed as simple dynamic one-ports,
that can be easily characterized by the observation of their external behavior
only, i.e., from port current and voltage waveforms. Conversely, the model-
ing of output and power supply ports is not trivial, because their operation
is strongly influenced by IC internal signals. As an example, the evolution of
output port signals is decided by the load and port characteristics, the latter
depending on the internal signals controlling the port logic state.
In order to address the modeling of IC ports, we focus on output ports and
discuss their structure through the following example. Figure 2.1 shows the
circuit of a typical CMOS output buffer behind an output port (terminal (a)
and (b) are the port output pin and the Vss pin, respectively) [6.2]. Output
buffers of digital integrated circuits, for any kind of technology/architecture,
are composed of cascaded stages with growing driving capabilities. Such
circuits provide the interface between the fast low-energy internal parts of
ICs and the off-chip interconnects, that require higher energy signals. Output
buffers, therefore, must increase the power of transmitted signals limiting as
much as possible the added delay and the increase of the rise/fall times.
With reference to the previous example, the structure of a generic output
buffer is shown in Fig. 2.2, where vi denotes the buffer input voltage (i.e.,
the output of the functional part of the integrated fast digital circuit), v and
3












Figure 2.1. 4-stages 1.2µm CMOS output buffer.
i the buffer voltage and current at the output pin, respectively, v` the input










Figure 2.2. Generic multistage output buffer and its relevant electric
variables.
The best modeling approach is the development of behavioral models,
that are establishing as the most effective description of digital IC ports
for SI/EMC simulations. A behavioral model of a device is a set of port
characteristic equations (or the equivalent circuit of such equations) obtained
from external (possibly virtual) measurements. Behavioral models have the
required numerical efficiency and, when properly used, yield responses close
to the response of the detailed transistor-level models of the ICs. Behavioral
models of IC output ports for SI/EMC simulations must relate the port
voltage v and current i, taking into account the port logic state and state
transitions.
The most common approach to behavioral modeling is via simplified
4
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equivalent circuits. A port model is defined by a suitable equivalent cir-
cuit, whose parameters can be estimated from input/output data; the infor-
mation on the IC technology is used to devise the equivalent circuit, i.e. the
model structure. An important example of the equivalent circuit approach
to behavioral modeling is the widely adopted Input/output Buffer Informa-
tion Specification (IBIS). IBIS is a set of rules defining and formatting data,
from which IC port models based on simplified equivalent circuits can be
developed [6.3, 6.4, 6.5]. IBIS offers high numerical efficiency, large data li-
brary and commercial software tools handling models and complex modeling
problems. However, the equivalent circuit approach to behavioral modeling
has also inherent limitations. Mainly the estimation of model parameters is
easy only by virtual measurements, i.e., from transistor-level models of the
devices, and the physical effects taken into account by the model are decided
a priori, when the equivalent circuit defining the model is selected. As an
example, Fig. 2.3 shows the simplified equivalent circuit assumed by IBIS for
















Figure 2.3. IC output port equivalent circuit assumed by IBIS.
equivalent of the package is composed of the Rpkg, Lpkg, Cpkg elements and
the silicon output port capacitance is assumed linear and modeled by Ccomp.
Finally, the pull-up [pull-down] block collects the information on both the
static characteristics when the port is driven in LOW [HIGH] output state
and the dynamics during state switchings. Data provided by IBIS, in accor-
dance to the assumed equivalent circuit, must be translated into a executable
model (IBIS model) in order to be used in circuit simulation environments.
In the contributions IV, V, VI we provide guidelines to build models from
5
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IBIS data sets and we propose an effective model based on IBIS Ver. 1.1-2.1
for the output ports of CMOS ICs.
A second possible approach to behavioral modeling, the one we mainly
address in this Thesis, is via Black-Box (BB) identification. Such an
approach amounts to the selection and estimation of a suitable discrete-
time nonlinear dynamic parametric model from the waveforms that can be
measured at buffer output. Parametric models offer high accuracy and an
acceptable numerical efficiency. They are easier to obtained from actual
measurements, as they require only the knowledge of transient input and
output data. Furthermore, since the model structure is selected by the es-
timation process itself, parametric models automatically take into account
all the physical effects relating input and output data. They would enable
any user to easily model sample devices and to simulate critical interconnect






In this Section we investigate possible methods for the behavioral modeling
of nonlinear dynamic circuit elements via black-box identification. This is
the novel approach to behavioral modeling we discuss in this Thesis. The
aim of this investigation is to provide guidelines for the selection of a suitable
black-box identification method to solve the modeling problem of Sec. 1, i.e.,
the behavioral modeling of digital IC ports from external measurements.
A black-box identification approach amounts to the selection and estima-
tion of a suitable nonlinear dynamic input/output parametric model (para-
metric model hereafter) accurately describing the behavior of a Device Under
Modeling (DUM). This is done on the basis of the observation of the DUM
responses to suitable stimuli, i.e., from input/output data.
Estimation means to look for the unknown parameters defining the para-
metric model from the available input/output data (identification signals)
[6.6], in order to get the best fitting between the model and the DUM re-
sponses. Since we are interested in the behavioral modeling, which means
modeling from external observations, we could ignore the internal structure
of the DUM.
In such a way, our key idea is to investigate the class of parametric models
7
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developed and widely used in the area of automatic controls and system the-
ory to model nonlinear dynamic systems from input/output data. A generic
parametric model of such a class is of discrete-time type and is defined by
the following general relation


y(k) = F (Θ,[y(k − 1), . . . ,y(k − r),uT (k), . . . ,uT (k − r)]T )
= F (Θ;u)
(3.1)
where y(k) is the output sequence of the model, u is the vector of input
sequences (each component is the sequence of an input variable), [y(k −
1), . . . ,y(k − r),uT (k), . . . ,uT (k − r)]T is the vector of regressors, Θ is the
unknown vector of parameters, r is the dynamic order of the system and F is
a generic nonlinear scalar function. Parametric models can be used to model
the relation between the inputs and one output of most nonlinear dynamic
systems with fading memory (e.g., see [6.7]).
As an example, if we consider the nonlinear dynamic two-port circuit
element shown in Fig. 3.1 and controlled by its port voltages v1(k) and v2(k),






Figure 3.1. Generic two-port circuit element.
In order to build model (3.1), we have to estimate the values of the
parameters in Θ that best relate the available input samples to the output
ones. The simplest way to accomplish such a task is to look for Θ that
minimizes the sum of the square of the error between the model and the






[y¯(k) − y(k)]2} (3.2)
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where y¯(k) is the sampled response of the DUM, y(k) is the output sequence
of the model and n is the number of available samples.
Section 3.2 deals with the subspace approaches, which are an effective
solution for the estimation of MIMO (Multi Inputs Multi Outputs) state-
space models. Even if they are for modeling linear systems, here we overview
their features and explore possible extensions to the nonlinear case. Sections
3.3 and 3.4 deal with the estimation of NARX (Nonlinear Auto Regression
with eXtra input) and RBF parametric models, respectively. NARX models
were the first we tried for the modeling problem of Sec. 1, however they
showed limitations. In order to overcome such limitations we turned to RBF
models. Such models turned out to be quite effective for the problem at
hand. We thoroughly discuss them in Sec. 4.
3.2 State-space models
In the last years many contributions on the estimation of time invariant,
linear dynamic state-space models have been published, leading to a well
established theoretical framework.
Such estimation techniques, usually named subspace approaches, are lim-
ited to linear models and their extension to the nonlinear case is not trivial.
However they can be useful for nonlinear modeling problems, too, when piece-
wise linear state-space models [6.8] or Wiener/Hammerstein cascade models
[6.9] are exploited.
A discrete-time linear state-space model is defined by


z(k + 1) = Az(k) +Bu(k)
y(k) = Cz(k) +Du(k)
(3.3)
where z ∈ <r is the state vector and matrices A, B, C, D are the unknowns
(parameters) of the model.
A state-space model is the most natural representation of a dynamic
system and has been widely used in the area of automatic controls and system
theory to model actual systems such as industrial plants or power electric
machines.
With the aid of subspace approaches, the estimation of state-space mod-
els for circuit elements with multiple inputs is practicable and the numerical
9
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complexity is not critical. The key step of subspace methods to approx-
imate systems with model (3.3) is the estimation of the column space of
the extended observability matrix from suitable matrices containing the in-
put/output perturbed data. The estimation is performed by the span of
the column or row space of the matrices of input/output data. Then, the
model unknowns, i.e., the A, B, C, D matrices, are directly obtained from
the estimation of the extended observability matrix. Details on the sub-
space identification theory and techniques can be found in the literature
[6.10, 6.11, 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.15].
Some of the features of subspace approaches can be appreciated in the
following example. We apply the algorithm of [6.17] to the example circuit











Figure 3.2. Example circuit (R1,2,3 = 200 kΩ; C1 = 10nF ; C2 = 1nF ).




z(t) = Acz(t) +Bcu(t)
y(t) = Ccz(t) +Dcu(t)
(3.4)
where u = [va,vb]
T , y = vc and z = [v1,v2]
T . With such definitions, the












Cc = [1 0] Dc = [−1 0]
(3.5)
In order to apply subspace methods we need a discrete-time representa-
tion like (3.3). This is done by applying standard conversion routines such
10
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as the Matlab function c2d [6.16] to (3.4) and (3.5). The key step in this
conversion follows. Under the hypotesis that the input vector u(t) is costant
in the time interval [t = kT , t = kT + T ] (where T is the sampling time),
the exact solution of (3.4) is
z(kT + T ) = z(k + 1)





y(kT ) = y(k)
= Ccz(kT ) +Dcu(kT )
= Cz(k) +Du(k)
(3.6)
In such a way, with a sampling time T = 30µs, the discrete-time state-
space representation (3.3) for this specific example turns out to be defined












C = Cc, D = Dc
(3.7)
Such state-space equations are then used to compute the example circuit
response y(k) (output identification sequence) to suitable input identification
sequences u(k). Input and output identification sequences are processed by
the subspace algorithm to estimate the unknown parameters of a state-space
model. The algorithm [6.17] is applied to estimate matrices A and C. This
is done on the basis of the output identification sequence obtained by driving
the element under modeling with white gaussian inputs u(k). Then, in order
to get the best model, matrices B and D are obtained by minimizing the
error between the model and the reference responses to a different input
identification sequence (e.g., a multilevel waveform). It can be shown that,
once A and C are estimated, the response of a model defined by (3.3) can be
turned into a linear combination of the elements of B and D. In such a way,
B and D can be obtained by solving a standard linear least square problem.
We checked the ability of the estimation algorithm to retrieve the parame-
ters of the original system (i.e., matrices (3.7)) when the identification signals
are noise free or corrupted with a superimposed gaussian noise (SNR=20 dB).
11
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In the first case (noise free identification), the algorithm exactly estimates
the matrices of the original system. In the second case (noisy identification),
the estimated model approximates very well the original system, as shown
by the validation response of Fig. 3.3.














Figure 3.3. Discrete-time response y(k) of the original system and of the
estimated model to the input sequence u(k) = [0,0]T , k < 0; u(k) =
[0,1]T , k > 0. Dashed line: reference response; solid line: estimated model
response.
The accuracy of the obtained model can be also appreciated by comparing





Recently, possible direct extensions of subspace approaches to the non-
linear system identification started to appear but they are limited to bilinear
state-space models [6.18, 6.19].
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3.3 NARX models
NARX models are parametric models of the form (3.1), where the nonlinear
function F is a polynomial function.
As an example, Eq. (3.9) shows a single input (u = u) NARX model with
dynamic order r = 1 and quadratic nonlinear degree (q = 2).
y(k) = a+ bu(k) + cy(k − 1)u(k − 1) + dy2(k − 1) = F (Θ;u) (3.9)
In this example, the vector of parameters Θ = [a,b,c,d]T and the compo-
nents defining the model structure are {u(k),y(k − 1)u(k − 1),y2(k − 1)}.
NARX models have been widely studied in the area of control systems,
where suitable estimation algorithms have been developed and successfully
applied to moderately nonlinear dynamic systems [6.9]. Also, the direct
derivation of NARX models from nonlinear differential models and a dis-
cussion of their effectiveness in the modeling of physical systems have been
addressed [6.20].
In a practical NARX estimation algorithm (e.g., [6.9]), the components
defining the model structure (e.g., {u(k),y(k − 1)u(k − 1),y2(k − 1)} for
(3.9)), are selected in the whole space of potential components, obtained
by multiplying possible regressors up to the nonlinear degree q. This is
done in accordance to the minimization criterion (3.2). Since the number of
potential components grows rapidly with the dynamic order r of the model,
its nonlinear degree q and the number of possible inputs, the critical point in
any NARX estimation algorithm is the selection of the components. Owing
to the previous reason, NARX estimation cannot be effectively exploited to
model systems with multiple inputs and strong nonlinearities. This means
that as the nonlinear degree as well as the number of inputs increase, the
estimated NARX model fails to converge to the original system. Finally,
once the structure of the model has been selected, the vector of unknown
parameters Θ can be easily estimated by using standard linear least square
methods.
In the contributions I, II, III we try to assess the performances of NARX
models and of their estimation in the modeling of highly nonlinear fast dy-
namic circuit elements such as digital gates. We carry out the study by
applying the NARX identification algorithm proposed in [6.21] to a simple
13
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device: the CMOS inverter gate. In spite of the limitations of the NARX es-
timation algorithm in the modeling dynamical systems with multiple inputs
and strong nonlinearities, we obtained simple and accurate NARX models of
the CMOS inverter gate. However, this approach can be hardly extended to
IC ports. The problem of modeling IC ports has been effectively solved by
using RBF models, as described in the following Sections.
3.4 RBF models






xˆT = [y(k − 1), . . . ,y(k − r),uT (k), . . . ,uT (k − r)]
ΘT = [θ1, . . . ,cˆ1, . . . ,β]
(3.10)
where the present output of the model y(k) is a linear combination of the p
basis functions Φ(|x˜− c˜j|,β), Φ is a scalar asymptotically vanishing function
generating all the basis functions and | · | denotes the Euclidean norm. Each
basis function is defined by its position in the space of regressors (center
cˆj) and a spreading (scale parameter β, common to all Φ’s) [6.22]. Possible





1/(ξ2 + β2)α α > 0
(ξ2 + β2)γ 0 < γ < 1
(3.11)
However, such a choice is not crucial for the performances of RBF models,
that critically depends upon the chosen centers cˆj [6.23, 6.24]. RBF models
can be estimated by very effective algorithms, that work well even for prob-
lems with many input variables and strongly nonlinear nature (e.g., [6.24]).
This is a consequence of the ability of asymptotically vanishing functions to
fit complex surfaces. The previous features overcome the main limitations
of NARX models and make RBF models the best candidates to solve the
modeling problem at hand.
In the following Section, an effective IC ports modeling approach based
on RBFs is proposed. The powerfulness of the proposed approach has tested




RBF models of IC ports
4.1 Introduction
For the modeling problem at hand we could look for a suitable parametric
model (3.1) for the output port of the circuit of Fig. 2.2. The convenient
variables for such a model would be y = i (output) and uT = [v,v`] (inputs).
In order to simplify the problem, constant supply voltages are assumed. The
generic parametric model for such a port writes


i(k) = F (Θ;u)
uT = [v,v`]
(4.1)
Such a model, however, could not be directly estimated from measured
transient waveforms, because neither v` nor other possible buffer inputs are
accessible.
4.2 Derivation of the model
In order to overcome this difficulty, we developed a simplified 2-piece RBF
model, that can be estimated just from port voltage v and current i wave-
forms. As shown below, it stems from the properties of cascaded inverter
stages and of RBF models generated by the exponential function
Φ(ξ,β) = exp(−ξ2/β2) (4.2)
With the previous choice, the RBF model (3.10) for the generic output
15
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j=1 θj exp(−|xˆ− cˆj|
2/β2)
xˆT = [i(k − 1), . . . ,i(k − r),v(k), . . . ,v(k − r),
v`(k), . . . ,v`(k − r)]
(4.3)
The j − th exponential term of the above sum can be expanded as shown
below
exp (−|xˆ− cˆj|
2/β2) = exp (−[(i(k − 1) − cˆj1)
2 + . . .
+(i(k − r) − cˆjr)
2 + . . .]/β2)
= exp(−(i(k − 1) − cˆj1)
2/β2) . . .
exp(−(i(k − r) − cˆjr)











x¯(k) = [i(k − 1), . . . ,i(k − r),v(k),v(k − 1), . . . ,v(k − r)]T
x(k) = [v`(k), . . . ,v`(k − r)]
T
(4.5)
we can split (4.4) into the product
exp (−|xˆ− cˆj|
2/β2) = exp(−|x¯− c¯j|
2/β2) exp(−|x− cj|
2/β2) (4.6)
With the above definitions, (4.3) writes
i(k) =
∑p
j=1 θj exp(−|x¯− c¯j|
2/β2) exp(−|x− cj|
2/β2) (4.7)
For typical output buffers, the components of {cj}, i.e., the position of
the basis functions in the subspace of regressors generated by v`, turn out to
be clustered around either Vss or Vcc. The rationale for such a property is
that the typical surface i = i(x) is flat around Vss and Vcc, and the centers of
the approximating basis functions accumulate in such regions. We verify this
property by extensive estimation experiments carried out on virtual devices
defined by transistor level models of output buffers.
As an example, we consider a virtual device consisting of a detailed SPICE
transistor level model of the last stage of the output buffer circuit of Fig. 2.1
only (See Fig. 4.1). In such a way, the input variable v` is accessible and the
16







Figure 4.1. Last stage of the example buffer circuit of Fig. 2.1
RBF model (4.3) for such a system can be directly estimated from i(t), v(t),
v`(t) waveforms. This is done by using the estimation algorithm [6.24].
Since v and v` act as inputs and i as output of the RBF model, the
identification sequences used by the estimated algorithm are obtained by
sampling suitable driving voltage waveforms v(t), v`(t) (input identification
signals) applied to the system and the corresponding current waveform re-
sponse i(t) (output identification signal). In this example, the sampling pitch
is T = 100 ps. The design of such stimuli, however, is a critical point for every
nonlinear estimation problem, because only qualitative guidelines are avail-
able [6.6]. Typical driving waveforms are multilevel signals spanning the
whole range of allowed input values with suitable duration and added noise.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the identification signals devised for the esti-
mation of the RBF model (4.3) for the circuit of Fig. 4.1. With reference to
Figure 4.2, the shape of v`(t) is chosen of trapezoidal type. This is due to
the fact that, for such a system, i.e., the last stage of a buffer circuit, the
trapezoidal waveform is quite close to the input waveform driving the system
in an actual operating situation.
The estimated RBF model has a dynamic order r = 1 and turns out to
be composed of p = 20 basis functions. The accuracy of the obtained model
is verified by taking into account several validation experiments, in which we
test the ability of the model to retrieve the original system behavior.
Figure 4.4 shows the position of the first 10 centers {cj} of the estimated
model and Fig. 4.5 shows the position of all the p = 20 centers {cj}. The
17
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Figure 4.2. Input identification signals v(t) (solid line) and v`(t) (dashed
line).
{cj} clustering around Vcc = 5V and Vss = 0V is confirmed.
Now, in order to define the simplified RBF model for the output ports of
digital ICs, we assume {cj}, the centers of the basis function in the subspace
of x, either exactly at VccI or at VssI, where I = [1, . . . ,1]
T ∈ <r+1. Also, for a
given input waveform v`(t), factors exp(|x−VccI|
2/β2) and exp(|x−VssI|
2/β2)
are given functions of time. In such a way, the equation defining the simplified
2-piece RBF model writes
i(k) = w1(k)f1(Θ1,x¯) + w2(k)f2(Θ2,x¯) (4.8)
where f1 and f2 are RBF submodels that describe the output port for con-
stant inputs forcing its logic state to the LOW and HIGH values, respectively,
(v` is not an input variable of these submodels), and w1(k) and w2(k) are
time varying weight coefficients that take into account the evolution of the
port logic state and act as switches between submodels f1 and f2. Each
weight coefficient wn is formed by concatenating two basic sequences w
u
n(k)
and wdn(k), that describe the “up” and the “down” transition, respectively.
The sequences of the two transitions occur in alternate order and are issued
18
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Figure 4.3. Output identification signal i(t).
synchronously with the changes of the input controlling the modeled port. Of
course, such a simplified model holds only for logic state transitions spaced
enough in time, so that every new transition starts after the previous one
has been completed. However, since the above validity condition is satisfied
in properly working digital circuits, it does not limit the use of the model in
EMC simulation problems.
Besides, since the 2-piece RBF model (4.8) approximates (4.3), it inherits
most of the strengths of complete RBF models. Its estimation is easy and,
even with a few basis functions (e.g., p ∈ [5,20]), the obtained models track
accurately the behavior of most output buffer circuits. Furthermore, since
the complete RBF model (4.3) holds for arbitrary loads, the accuracy of the
simplified model turns out to be fairly insensitive to the loads it drives.
4.3 Modeling process
The modeling of an IC output port via the proposed approach can be divided
into three parts:
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Figure 4.4. Components of the centers {cj}, j = 1...10 for the (r = 1,
p = 20) RBF model (4.3) of the circuit of Fig. 4.1.
(1) The excitation and recording of transient responses of the port under
modeling;
(2) The estimation of the model parameters Θn and wn, n = 1,2, from the
recorded transient responses;
(3) The implementation of the obtained model in a standard circuit simu-
lation environment (e.g., SPICE).
Part (1) amounts to drive the buffer under modeling to obtain transient
output signals carrying the information on the buffer behavior. The excita-
tion and response signals involved in this step are the identification signals
(see Sec. 3.1). In our problem, we need two sets of identification signals:
the HIGH/LOW state identification signals, for submodels f1 and f2,
and the switching identification signals, for the weight coefficients w1
and w2. Submodels f1 and f2 yield the current response i(t) caused by v(t)
at fixed logic state. The HIGH/LOW state identification signals, therefore,
are composed of a driving voltage waveform applied to the port (submodel
input variable) and of its corresponding current response (submodel output
20
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Figure 4.5. Components of the centers {cj}, j = 1...p for the (r = 1,
p = 20) RBF model (4.3) of the circuit of Fig. 4.1.
variable). The driving waveform must be carefully designed, in order to ex-
cite every possible dynamic behavior of the system under modeling. As we
have already seen in the previous Section, typical driving waveforms are mul-
tilevel signals with suitable duration and added noise, spanning the whole
range of allowed port voltage values. The selection of the driving waveform
is a matter of repeated estimation experiments, where the ability of differ-
ent identification signals to yield good quality models is verified over a set of
sample systems. In order to obtain driving waveform that can be synthesized
by standard waveform generators, we look for the simplest driving waveform
ensuring successful identification. Our optimum choice is a multilevel voltage
waveform, which has flat parts allowing the output port to reach steady state
operation and edges with rise/fall times comparable to the switching times
of the port. Extensive numerical experiments show that noiseless waveforms
of this kind are sufficient for the modeling of typical output buffers. Once f1
and f2 are estimated, the weight coefficients w1 and w2 are obtained from a
21
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In the above equation, waveforms {ia,va} and {ib,vb} are the switching
identification signals, which are recorded when the output port drives two
different loads (load (a) and load (b)) and complete state switchings are
caused by variations of the logic inputs. To be more precise, the basic se-





















b}] recorded during a LOW to HIGH [HIGH to
LOW] transition. There are no restrictions on load (a) and load (b), which
can be also real sources stimulating the output port. The best loads would
be those allowing {ia,va} and {ib,vb} to explore the widest possible region of
the regressor space. We do not yet address the optimization of such loads.
Presently we use the same loads recommended by IBIS to characterize port
switchings, i.e., load (a) is a resistor and load (b) is a series connection of a
resistor and a battery.
In part (2) we compute the model parameters from the identification
signal obtained in part (1) of the modeling process. As described above, the
evaluation of the weight coefficients wn(k) is a straightforward operation, that
follows the estimation of submodels fn and is carried out via the closed form
equation (4.9). Submodels f1 and f2, instead, must be obtained from the
HIGH/LOW state identification signals via an actual estimation algorithm.
We use the algorithm of [6.24] organized as follows. The HIGH/LOW state
identification data define a set of points x¯(k) in the regressor space. Each
of such point is a candidate center for a radial basis function and the scale
parameter β is preset to a value ensuring a good overlapping of every possible
basis function. Then, for p = 1,2,3,... steps (i) and (ii) below are repeated
(i) A new model is built by adding a basis function to the p − 1 model; the
center of the function is the point x¯(k) minimizing the mean square
error of the new model.
(ii) The statistical significance of the new model is assessed by suitable
indexes.
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The selection of the centers is facilitated by the orthogonalization of the time
sequences and the process is terminated when the most significant model is
reached.
Finally, in part (3) of the modeling process, the obtained input-output
discrete-time model is replaced by a continuous-time state-space model, in
order to be easily coded as a macromodel of circuit simulators like SPICE.
Such a conversion is obtained as described below. In order to simplify the




n=1 wn(k)fn(Θn; [i(k − 1),v(k),v(k − 1)]
T )
= F (Θ; [i(k − 1),v(k),v(k − 1)]T )
(4.10)
Then, by introducing the extra variables x1(k) = i(k − 1) and x2(k) =
v(k − 1), Eq. (4.10) writes


x1(k) = i(k − 1) = F (Θ; [x1(k − 1),v(k − 1),x2(k − 1)]
T )
x2(k) = v(k − 1)
i(k) = F (Θ; [x1(k),v(k),x2(k)]
T )
(4.11)
When first order finite differences are introduced, the following discrete-




[x1(k) − x1(k − 1)] =
1
T





[x2(k) − x2(k − 1)] =
1
T
[v(k − 1) − x2(k − 1)]
i(k) = F (Θ; [x1(k),v(k),x2(k)]
T )
(4.12)
Finally, by replacing back the time variable and the difference operator




[z(kT ) − z(kT − T )], where
T is the sampling time used to sample the input and output waveforms), we
















i(t) = F (Θ; [x1(t),v(t),x2(t)
T ])
(4.13)
The previous state-space equation can be effectively implemented in any
circuit simulation environment by its equivalent circuit representation. To
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do this, the first two rows of (4.13) can be implemented by simple equivalent
circuits with voltage controlled sources and the third by a current controlled
source only. As an example, Fig. 4.6 show the circuit synthesis of the second
equation of (4.13). The circuit systesis of the first equation is obtained by
properly replacing the controlled source.
vs(t) = v(t)
R
C vc(t) = x2(t)





[v(t)−x2(t)], (T = RC).
The complete equivalent circuit of (4.13) can be easily coded as a SPICE
subcircuit, as shown in Fig. 4.7.
4.4 Numerical Example
This Section shows the application of the proposed modeling procedure to a
virtual device, which is a SPICE transistor-level model of the buffer circuit
shown in Fig. 2.1. The parameter values used for this example are those
reported at pag. 293 of [6.2], that are representative of output buffers com-
posed of 1.2 µm CMOS inverter stages. The measurement of v and i of such
a virtual device (the DUM hereafter) is simulated by driving and loading
it with the same circuit that would be used in an actual experiment and
by computing the response of the complete circuit in SPICE. The sampled
data needed for the estimation are obtained by sampling the computed wave-
forms with a T = 100 ps pitch. This example is one of the many estimation
experiment carried out to tune the proposed modeling approach.
The HIGH/LOW state identification signals are obtained by setting vi
either to HIGH or LOW state and by driving the output port as described in
Sec. 4.3. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the HIGH/LOW state identification signals
when the DUM is driven in LOW and HIGH output state, respectively.
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.subckt RBF2piecemodel w1 w2 v
****************************************************
+ PARAMS:
* sampling time T=Rx*C (Rx=1, C=T)
+ Rx = 1
+ T = ...
*
* dx1/dt={F-x1}/T
Cx1 x1 0 {T}
R1 x1 z1 {Rx}
Ex1 z1 0 value={V(w1)*V(f1)+V(w2)*V(f2)}
*
* dx2/dt={v-x2}/T
Cx2 x2 0 {T}
R2 x2 z2 {Rx}
Ex2 z2 0 value={V(v)}
*
* output controlled current source
* i=(w1*f1+w2*f2)
Gy 0 v value={V(w1)*V(f1)+V(w2)*V(f2)}
*
* RBF Submodel 1:
* Ef1 = f1(x1,v,x2) = f1(V(x1),V(v),V(x2))
Ef1 f1 0 value={
* sum of exponential RBFs
...
+}
* RBF Submodel 2:
* Ef1 = f2(x1,v,x2) = f2(V(x1),V(v),V(x2))
Ef2 f2 0 value={





Figure 4.7. SPICE implementation of the 2-piece RBF model (4.8).
The switching identification data are obtained by applying a pulse vi
waveform containing a LOW to HIGH transition and, after a sufficient time
lag, a HIGH to LOW transition, when the DUM drives either a 100Ω resistor
25
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Figure 4.8. HIGH/LOW state identification signals v(t) and i(t) for sub-
model f1.
(load (a)) or the series connection of a 100Ω resistor and a 5V battery
(load (b)). Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the switching identification signals
{ia,va} and {vb,ib}, respectively.
Once the HIGH/LOW state and the switching identification signals are
recorded, the 2-piece RBF model is estimated as described in Sec. 4.3. It
turns out to be composed of two submodels with dynamic order r = 1 and
number of basis functions p = 12. Figure 4.12 shows the computed weight
sequencies w1(k) and w2(k).
In order to check the quality of the obtained model, we compare its re-
sponses with the responses of the DUM for various test loads, different from
those used in the computation of the switching identification signals. Fig-
ure 4.13 shows the setup of a first validation test in which the DUM is driven
by a HIGH pulse and loaded by the connection of a resistor R and a shunt
capacitor C. Figure 4.14 shows the responses of the model and of the DUM
for the validation test of Fig.4.13 when some mainly resistive loads and a
highly capacitive load are considered. The accuracy of the model and its
insensitivity to the driven load can be clearly appreciated.
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Figure 4.9. HIGH/LOW state identification signals v(t) and i(t) for sub-
model f2.
Similarly, Figure 4.15 shows the setup of a second validation test in which
the DUM is driven by a HIGH pulse and loaded by a ideal open ended
transmission line with Z0 = 200Ω and Td = 2ns. Fig. 4.16 shows the
responses of the model and of the DUM for the validation test of Fig.4.15.
Again, the estimated model turns out to be quite accurate.
4.5 Experimental results
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach, i.e., that
measurement errors and noise do not prevent its application, we test it on
a real device. In this Section, the DUM is a NAND gate of an HC7400 IC,
that is connected as an inverter. Such a DUM is both sufficiently simple and
representative to be an easy and significant test case.
For a real device, a text fixture suitable to apply and measure signals
is needed. The main point is that, in a real setup, ideal voltage sources
are not available and, therefore, the identification voltage waveform cannot
be directly imposed. The remedy is to stimulate the DUM by a common
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Figure 4.10. Switching identification signals {ia,va}.
waveform generator and to measure both i and v of the output port. The
parameter of the waveform generator are then tuned till the observed voltage
waveform has the requested behavior (see Sec. 4.3). The measurement of the
output current i can be performed by either a wideband current probe or,
indirectly, by a series resistor. We choose the series resistor arrangement and
assembled the test fixture shown in Fig. 4.17.
An SMD 100Ω resistor is series connected to the output pin of one of the
four NAND gates of the HC7400, whereas SMA connectors are placed on the
back of the board to inject and probe signals. The voltages at the terminals of
the series resistor are simultaneously recorded by an oscilloscope Tektronix
TDS380 (sampling pitch T = 200 ps) and passive voltage probes P6114B.
The current waveform is extracted from the two recorded voltage waveforms
via the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.18 as i = Cpdv/dt + (v − v
′)/Rs.
In such a circuit the shunt capacitors at the terminals of the series resistor
represent the parasitics of probes.
The HIGH/LOW state identification signals are generated by using a
Rhode & Schwarz AFS multifunction waveform synthesizer connected as S2
while the DUM input is set, via the source S1, to either the HIGH or the LOW
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Figure 4.11. Switching identification signals {ib,vb}.
logic output state. The HIGH/LOW state identification signals obtained
in this way for submodels f1 and f2 are shown in Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20,
respectively. The waveform generator to excite such signals is not a critical
element. In this setup, the shaping of the identification signal is obtained
by a stub element connected between S2 and the test fixture. In a setup
for routine measurements, the waveform generator could be provided by a
dedicated circuit composed of discrete logic gates.
The switching identification signal, finally, are obtained by replacing S2
with a 50Ω coax resistor and with a 60Ω carbon resistor connected to Vcc
as load (a) and load (b), respectively, and by driving (via S1) the DUM to
produce a HIGH pulse.
Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show the switching identification signals {ia,va} and
{vb,ib}, respectively.
The obtained model turns out to be composed of two submodels with
dynamic order r = 1 and number of basis functions p = 5.
Figure 4.23 shows the equivalent circuit of the validation setup devised
to test the accuracy of the obtained model. It consists of the DUM driven
by a pulse and loaded by a series connection of Rs and an open ended 1.5m
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Figure 4.13. Setup for the first validation test.
long RG58 coaxial cable. Figure 4.24 shows the simulation results for the
validation test described above. The two curves are the measured response of
the DUM (dashed line) and the computed response of the estimated model
(solid line). Such a comparison shows that the estimated model performs
at a fairly good accuracy level. Besides, it is ought to remark that, in this
example, modeling and validation are based on a rather idealized equivalent
circuit of the test fixture.
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Figure 4.14. Computed output voltage waveforms for the validation test








Figure 4.15. Setup for the second validation test.
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Figure 4.16. Computed output voltage waveforms for the validation test
of Fig. 4.15. Dashed lines: reference curves; solid lines: responses of the
2-piece RBF model.
Figure 4.17. Test fixture.
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Figure 4.18. Equivalent circuit of the test fixture (Rs = 100Ω,Cp =
14.1 pF). S1 and S2 are the sources of the identification signals.






















Figure 4.19. Measured HIGH/LOW state identification signals v(t) and
i(t) for submodel f1.
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Figure 4.20. Measured HIGH/LOW state identification signals v(t) and
i(t) for submodel f2.






















Figure 4.21. Switching identification signals {ia,va}.
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Figure 4.23. Equivalent circuit of the validation setup (see text).
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Figure 4.24. Output voltage waveform of the DUM connected as shown
in Fig. 4.23. Dashed line: measured reference response; solid line: response
of the 2-piece RBF model.
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Chapter 5
Discussion of the original
research work
In this Section, we shortly comment our contributions to the behavioral mod-
eling of fast digital ICs. For each of the 10 contributions included in the
Appendix, we list the original parts within the framework of the previous
Sections.
Paper I
I. A.Maio, I. S.Stievano, F. G. Canavero, “NARX Approach to Black-
Box Modeling of Circuit Elements,” in ISCAS’98, IEEE International
Symposium on Circuits and Systems, Monterey, CA, May 31 – June 3,
1998.
In this contribution we try to asses the performance of NARX models
and of their estimation in the black-box modeling of highly nonlinear
dynamic elements (see Sec. 3.3). We apply the proposed approach to a
CMOS inverter gate and experiment with the main elements controlling
the estimation process.
Paper II
F. G. Canavero, I. S.Stievano, I.A.Maio, “Modeling of Digital Circuits
via NARX Identification,” in 2 nd IEEE Workshop on Signal Propaga-
tion on Interconnects, Travemu¨nde, D, May 1998.
This paper deals with the application of nonlinear system identifica-
tion methods to digital circuit elements, presenting fast dynamics and
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highly nonlinear behaviors. In this contribution, we concentrate on
NARX models of CMOS digital gates, as in the previous one, and we
investigate the possibilities of nonlinear identification methods for both
the black-box modeling and the indirect order-reduction.
Paper III
I. S. Stievano, I. A. Maio, F. G. Canavero, “Black-Box Modeling of
Digital Devices,” Interconnects in VLSI Design, H. Grabinski (Ed.),
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, 2000, ISBN 0-7923-7997-7, 12pp.
This is the last contribution on the NARX modeling approach. We
summarize the results obtained for the behavioral modeling of digital
ICs for SI/EMC simulations and we provide a SPICE implementation of
NARX models. Such an implementation allows us to test the efficiency
of NARX models of a CMOS inverter gate, that remains significantly
higher than the efficiency of the SPICE reference transistor level model.
Paper IV
I. A. Maio, I. S. Stievano, F. G. Canavero, “Signal Integrity and Behav-
ioral Models of Digital Devices,” in 13 th International Zurich Sympo-
sium on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Zurich, CH, pp. 149–154, Feb.
13–15, 1999.
In this paper, we address the behavioral modeling of CMOS integrated
circuit on the basis of the Input/output Buffer Information Specifi-
cation (IBIS) Ver. 1.1-2.1 (See Sec. 2). The aim of this work is to
provide guidelines to build executable models from IBIS data, which
is not provided by the IBIS specification itself. Such an ability is of
paramount importance for the validation of IBIS data sets through the
comparison of measured transient responses of digital devices and the
corresponding responses obtained by IBIS models. Besides discussing
basic elements of IBIS models and their critical points, we propose an
effective IBIS model, which offers improved accuracy and efficiency,
and can be effectively exploited for experimental validations.
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Paper V
I. S.Stievano, I.A.Maio, F. G. Canavero, “Behavioral Models of Digital
Devices,” in 3 rd IEEE Workshop on Signal Propagation on Intercon-
nects, Titisee-Neustadt, D, May 19–21, 1999.
Here we propose an effective IBIS Ver. 1.1-2.1 model of CMOS ICs and
we compare its response to the responses of an accurate SPICE transis-
tor level model of such a circuit and of a commercial IBIS model. This
study highlight some limitations of IBIS models, yet confirming that a
properly designed IBIS models have accuracy and efficiency adequate
to SI simulations.
Paper VI
F. G. Canavero, I. A. Maio, I. S. Stievano, “Behavioral Models of Dig-
ital Devices and their Impact on Signal Integrity,” in URSI GA99,
XXVI General Assemmbly of the International Union of Radio Sci-
ence, Toronto, CA, Aug. 13–21, 1999.
In this contribution we summarize the results obtained with the IBIS
modeling approach and discuss its inherent limitations. Besides, in
order to overcome such limitations, we address the potential of a black-
box approach to behavioral modeling. This work drives our interest to
the behavioral modeling via black-box identification.
Paper VII
F. G. Canavero, I. A. Maio, I. S. Stievano, “Behavioral Modeling of
Digital Devices via Black-Box Identification,” in 4 th IEEE Workshop
on Signal Propagation on Interconnects, Magdeburg, D, May 17–19,
2000.
In this paper we address the behavioral modeling of digital ICs on the
basis of the simplified RBF model introduced in Sec. 4. We perform
numerical experiments within the framework of an idealized identifi-
cation setup and obtain simple models performing at a good accuracy
level for remarkably different loads (see Sec. 4.4).
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Paper VIII
F. G. Canavero, I. A. Maio, I. S. Stievano, “Mode´lisation des Circuits
Inte´gre´s Digitaux pour la Simulation CEM,” in CEM COMPO 2000:
La Compatibilite´ Electromagne´tique des Circuits Inte´gre´s, Toulouse, F,
pp. 67–71, 27–28 juin 2000.
The aim of this work is the characterization of the ports of (poorly doc-
umented) digital integrated circuits from standard input/output tran-
sient measurements. We follow the same modeling approach discussed
in the previous paper. Finally, since the port models must operate
effectively in circuit simulation environments, we provide an effective
SPICE implementation of the obtained models (see Sec. 4.3).
Paper IX
F. G. Canavero, I. A. Maio, I. S. Stievano, “Black-Box Identification of
Digital Devices for Radiation Prediction,” in 4 th European Symposium
on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Brugge, B, Sep. 11–15, 2000.
In this paper we summarize the results obtained in the behavioral mod-
eling of digital IC ports for the assessment of SI/EMC effects in fast
digital circuits. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
approach, we apply it to the modeling of an actual device: a HC7400
IC, and we verify that measurement errors and noise do not prevent
the application of the approach (see Sec. 4.5).
Paper X
I. S. Stievano, I. A. Maio, “Behavioral models of digital IC ports from
measured transient waveforms,” in 9 th IEEE Topical Meeting on Elec-
trical Performance of Electronic Packaging (EPEP2000), Scottsdale,
AZ, pp. 211–214, Oct. 23–25, 2000.
This paper is a short presentation of results contained in IX. It aims





In this Thesis we propose a systematic analysis of possible approaches to the
behavioral modeling of digital IC ports for the assessment of SI/EMC effects
on fast digital circuits.
We concentrate on the new behavioral modeling via black-box identifica-
tion, that amounts to the selection and estimation of a suitable parametric
model from measured external signals. The selection of a suitable class of
parametric models leads to RBF representations, that offer many advantages
in the modeling of systems with strong nonlinear nature and multiple inputs.
Furthermore, since the model structure is selected by the estimation process
itself, all the physical effects relating input and output signals are automat-
ically taken into account. We propose a simplified RBF model that can be
obtained from measured port voltage and current. The estimation of such
model is simple and relies on a robust algorithm.
In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed approach and its feasi-
bility, we apply it to the modeling of several virtual devices and an actual
device of interest. The obtained models perform at a fairly good accuracy
and efficiency levels and turn out to be weakly sensitive to driven loads and
measurement setup.
We are currently working to extend the approach to the modeling of
power supply ports and to include other effects such as the simultaneous
switching noise. This would provide a complete tool for the modeling of
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the identification of NARX (Nonlinear Au-
toRegression with eXtra input) models for the numerical simu-
lation of circuit containing nonlinear dynamic elements. NARX
identification, based on a sequence of input/output samples, is use-
ful for black-box modeling and for the refinement of models of
nonlinear circuit elements. In order to assess the suitability of
such an approach, we apply it to a CMOS inverter gate and experi-
ment with the main elements controlling the identification process.
We obtain accurate models with relatively simple structure and ob-
serve reliable operation of the identification process, as well as a
good insensitivity to the noise content of the output samples. Such
results confirm that NARX identification could be a useful tool for
circuit simulations.
1. INTRODUCTION
The development of efficient and accurate numerical models to de-
scribe the behavior of circuit elements is of paramount importance
in the area of circuit simulation. In particular, the availability of
techniques for the black-box modeling of nonlinear dynamic cir-
cuit elements and for the simplification (i.e., order reduction) of
existing models would be very useful. Black-box modeling is the
most general approach to the description of poorly known devices,
whereas model simplification allows the balancing of model accu-
racy and efficiency.
The latter point is going to be a dominant issue of future simu-
lation problems. In fact, as circuit applications become more com-
plex and their operation more critical, conventional circuit simula-
tion and functional simulation become ineffective, since they are,
respectively, too expensive and/or too idealized. Fast digital cir-
cuits are important examples of this evolution. Their short switch-
ing times activate many parasitic effects and require the use of non
ideal models, whereas their size limits the complexity of models
that can be used. However, for logic gates, the trade-off between
model accuracy and complexity is not trivial. The transistor level
description of gates leads to complex models, not affordable in the
simulation of realistic problems, whereas simpler nonideal models
are hardly devised.
In this scenario, the NARX models could provide a useful
modeling approach. Such models are the extension of the widely
used ARX models to nonlinear systems and are general enough
to describe a wide class of them (e.g., see [1]), possibly including
many nonlinear electric and electronic components. The identifi-
cation of NARX models from input/output signals could be ex-
ploited for both the black-box modeling and the refinement of
models of nonlinear circuit elements. Besides, NARX identifica-
tion could be applied to the input/output signals of existing accu-
rate models as a method for their simplification. Although such a
method has a brute-force nature, its use is justified by lack of sys-
tematic methods for the direct simplification of nonlinear models
[2].
NARX models have been widely studied in the area of control
systems, where suitable identification algorithms have been devel-
oped and successfully applied to moderately nonlinear dynamic
systems [3]. Also, the direct derivation of NARX models from
nonlinear differential models and a discussion of their effective-
ness in the modeling of physical systems have been carried out
[4].
In this paper, we try to assess the performances of NARX mod-
els and of their identification in the modeling of highly nonlinear
fast dynamic circuit elements. We carry out the study by apply-
ing the NARX identification algorithm proposed in [5] to a CMOS
inverter and by experimenting with the relevant identification pa-
rameters. Since the inverter is the basic element of logic gates, the
results obtained in this study should give a first indication of the
possibilities of the considered approach in the modeling of digital
devices.
2. IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
NARX models are discrete-time linear-in-parameter models de-






































where - , ') and   are the samples at the  -th time point





, i.e., the present sample of - or the past
samples of - and   up to the time 8094 , and : <;#4,1 . The
integer variables 4 and = are the dynamic order and the nonlinear
degree of the model, respectively. Every possible product of up to
= elements of
*
is a potential component of the model and appears
in (1). The potential components with nonzero coefficients are
the model actual components (or components in short) and their
coefficients are the model parameters.
In order to identify a NARX model from a sequence of in-
put/output samples (i.e., to select the components of the model and
compute their parameters), we implement and use the algorithm of
Pottman et Al. [5]. Since the number of potential components that
can compose a NARX model grows rapidly with 4 and = , mak-
ing the identification computationally expensive, we base our im-
plementation on a step forward approach. In such an approach,
the model is built by starting from a minimal guess model (possi-
bly with no components) and by adding at each step the potential
component that mostly reduces the model mean-square error.
In detail, the implemented identification algorithm is orga-
nized as follows. A model dynamic order 4 and a nonlinear degree
= are chosen. The model dynamic order is estimated a priori from
the input/output sequenceby the algorithm of [6], whereas the non-
linear degree is estimated empirically. Such a choice defines the
set of potential components. Then a guess model is decided and
the following three steps are repeated.
1. The reduction of the model mean-square error produced by
each potential component not in the current model is estimated
off-line by orthogonalization of the time sequences [5]. A new
model is generated by adding to the current one the potential
component that minimizes the mean-square error.
2. The stability of the new model is verified and, if necessary, the
added component is discarded.
3. For the new model, the values of suitable statistical indexes are
computed [5].
Each execution of the above steps generates a new model, whose
statistical significance is assessed by the index values computed in
step (3). When a new model has values of the statistical indexes
not better than the previous one, the process is terminated and the
model with the best values of the statistical indexes is retained as
the final one. Eventually, the final model is validated by checking
its ability to reproduce the system output for input signals different
from those used in the identification process.
As an example, we apply the above procedure to the input/-
output sequences of a NARX test system and verify its ability to
correctly retrieve such system. The test system is defined by the
following particular Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial with 4ffi 1
and =   










The input identification sequence used is obtained by sampling a
random multilevel signal with a small white noise superimposed.
The identification sequence has 3600 samples, and its level vari-
ations are wide enough to highlight the nonlinear nature of (3).
Table 1 shows the main figures of some of the models generated
by the identification procedure for this example. Each row of such
a Table describes a different model and lists, from left to right,
the number of components of the model (  ), the maximum value
( ' ) and the variance (   ) of the error between the model and
the reference outputs, and the value of the OVF index [5]. The
OVF index is a decreasing function of   and of  , so that its
maximum should indicate the most significant model of the se-
quence. For this example, the OVF index is maximum for the
model with   (see the bold row of Tab. 1), which indeed
coincides with the original system. The detailed structure of mod-
els with  ff






6 0.2386 2.014 ) 1fl+*, 7.477 ) 1fl-
7 0.1703 2.014 ) 1fl *, 8.916 ) 1fl -
8 0.0712 1.312 ) 1fl *

 1.381 ) 1fl.
9 /10 2135467/859;: /10 <=/3	6>/859?fi@ A50 21354	67/8,?flB
10 1.229 ) 1fl *,C 1.306 ) 1fl *   6.43 ) 1fl  -
11 1.256 ) 1fl *,C 1.3 ) 1fl *   5.8 ) 1fl  -
Table 1: Main figures for models of the example of Sec. 2 .
 8 9 10
	  0.1809 0.2025 0.2025
 20(13 0.3938 0.405 0.405
-20(13 0.1245 0.09 0.09
 

50fi13 0.0009 0.0008 0.0008
-20(137 )50fi13 0Dff #; 0Dff  0Dff 
 )50fi13 0.1824 0.177 0.177
-20(137 20(13 0.0901 0.09 0.09
 










Table 2: Structure of models of the example of Sec. 2 .
are composed of a subset of the component of the original system
and their parameters approximate the corresponding parameters of
the original system. On the other hand, models with E  have
the same components and parameters of the original systems plus
spurious components with negligibly small coefficients.
3. NARX INVERTER MODELS
In this Section, we address the NARX modeling of logic gates by
applying the identification algorithm of Sec. 2 to an inverter gate
of CMOS technology. We generate the output sequences for the
identification process via Spice simulations based on the CMOS
level 2 model, which is a detailed transistor model including sev-
eral parasitics. The simulated output sequences are used either
directly, to identify NARX models as simple as possible (model
simplification), or corrupted by noise, to reproduce identification
from measured data (black-box modeling).
We start by considering a Single Input Single Output (SISO)
configuration of the inverter system, obtained by loading the in-
verter with an identical one and by using the voltages at its input
and output ports as the input ( -GF  ) and the output (  GF  ) signals,
respectively. For this system, the estimated order is 4ffi 1 and
we start with = 7 and a guess model with no components. The
identification process yields the sequence of models described in
Tab. 3. Since the modeled system is not of NARX type, the fig-
ures of Tab. 3 do not show the net threshold phenomenon shown
in Tab. 1. However, among the identified models, the one with
the maximum value of the OVF index (  H
 ) still reveals the
most faithful static and dynamic behavior and can be considered
the final model. Furthermore, as in the example of Sec. 2, the pa-
rameters of the models with  I and 7 still approximate the
corresponding parameters of the model with  
 . The accuracy
of the model with  J
 is good and can be appreciated in Fig. 1,
where its response to a validation input (i.e., a signal different from
the identification input) and the reference response of the original





4 2.427 0.7444 1223
5 2.902 0.8784 916.6
6 1.572 0.1919 2969
7 0.7939 0.01882 27230
8 0.3862 0.01266 34640
9 0.3506 0.01253 30420
10 0.3346 0.01048 32140
11 0.3574 0.0108 28000
12 0.3651 0.01122 24450
13 0.3497 0.01139 22190
Table 3: Main figures of NARX models obtained for a CMOS in-
verter in SISO configuration by using 48<1 , = > and a guess
model with no components
to obtain this model requires about 20 s on a 60 MHz Pentium PC.











Figure 1: Reference response to a validation signal (solid line)
compared with the response of the  
 model of Tab. 3 (dashed
line)
In order to further assess the performance of NARX identifi-
cation on the inverter device, we carry out a complete set of iden-
tification experiments for the simple SISO configuration.
The first point considered in such experiments is the influence
of the guess model. In fact, the sensitivity of the NARX identifica-
tion to the order in which the model components are selected is a
known weakness [4], and the guess model affects such order. We
verify that guess models defined by a subset of the components of
the  
 model of Tab. 3 lead to the same final model. In contrast,
guess models with components not in the  7
 model may lead
to different final models and show that the pure forward approach
does not ensure the neutralization of inappropriate components.
The next element considered is the identification signal. The
selection of suitable identification signals is a critical point in the
identification of nonlinear system, because of the lack of theoreti-
cal guidelines. We try different types of identification signals and
different lengths of the identification sequences. The best results
are obtained with the random multilevel signals defined in Sec. 2
when the constant levels last enough in comparison with the sys-
tem “local time constants”. In this case we observe good identifi-
cation properties and a weak sensitivity of the variance error to the
length of the identification sequence.
Then we consider the ability of the identification process to
obtain models from corrupted output sequences, which is the key
property required to use NARX identification for black-box mod-
eling. To check such an ability, we add white noise signals of dif-
ferent variance to the simulated output signal and use the resulting
signal for the identification. In this way, we observe remarkably
good insensitivity to the added noise. In fact, the identification
process works also for the noisy output sequences and the final
model is hardly affected (i.e., has the same components and pa-
rameter values) for SNR values as low as 25 dB. Moreover, though
lower values of the SNR of the output sequence lead to different
final models, such models remain able to reproduce the qualita-
tive behavior of the original system. As an example, Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 show, respectively, a part of a noisy output identification se-
quence and a response of the model identified from such a noisy
sequence. In this example, the output identification sequence has
SNR  ; dB, and the response of the identified model to a vali-
dation signal, shown in Fig. 3, still tracks the reference output.
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2: Samples of an output identification sequence. Solid line:
exact values; dots: values after the addition of a noise signal with
SNR 9; dB











Figure 3: Reference response to a validation signal (solid line)
compared with the response of a model identified from the noisy
sequence of Fig. 2 (dashed line)
Finally, we check the sensitivity of the models to the non lin-
ear degree = by identifying NARX inverter models with different =
values. Such experiments highlight the ability of the NARX mod-
els to represent highly nonlinear systems even for moderate = val-
ues. In these comparisons, the static characteristic of the model is
used as an additional index of its ability to reproduce the nonlinear
behavior of the original system. For =  ; , the shape of the static
characteristic cannot be obtained and the identification fails. For
=
ff
, instead, the characteristic is correctly reproduced and the
accurate model with  ff
 of Tab. 3 is obtained. Moreover, the
value = J turns out to be an optimum choice for the problem at
hand, as higher = values yield only minor improvements. This can
be appreciated in Fig. 4, where the reference characteristic and the
characteristics of two models with =   and =    are shown.
An interesting method to improve the accuracy of NARX models
without increasing = (and hence  ) is the use of piecewise models
[5]. We identify a piecewise model composed of two submodels
with 4  1 , =   and    , which works safely and is more
accurate than the model with   
 of Tab. 3. The variance of
its error,   , is one order of magnitude smaller than the one re-
ported in Tab. 3 and its response to the validation signal is better
than the one shown in Fig. 1 (results are not presented for lack of
space). In such a 2-piece model, the submodel domains are the
two half planes   ffi ;)ff  and   E ;)ff  , whereas the switching rule
is hysteretic and takes into account the last two   samples.

























































































             
   
Figure 4: Static characteristics of the CMOS inverter (solid line),
of the model with =  and  
 of Tab.3 (dashed line) and of a
model with =    and  ,13; (dotted line)
SISO models are useful to assess the possibilities of the NARX
approach, but the representation of multiport circuit elements re-
quires Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) models. In the in-
verter example, we deal with a 2-port element, where, in principle,
two of its port variables are controlled by the other two variables.
Since CMOS gates operate by forcing the voltages of their out-
put ports, the natural input and output variables of the inverter







 , respectively, defined in the insert
of Fig. 5. We identify a NARX MIMO inverter model by excit-




















 0ffi1376 and, in spite
of the increase of the number of potential components, the iden-
tification remains affordable and produces accurate models. The
best MIMO model obtained in this way has 16 components and its
accuracy can be appreciated in Fig. 5. Such a Figure shows the
waveform 

 produced by the MIMO model when it is loaded







 obtained by the MIMO model tracks well the ref-
erence response of the simple test circuit.



























Figure 5: Waveform 





. Solid curve: reference response; dashed curve:
response produced by the NARX MIMO inverter model described
in the text
4. CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigate the performances of NARX identifica-
tion applied to a dynamic highly nonlinear two-port element: the
CMOS inverter. The numerical test carried out shows that such an
approach has the potential to handle this type of nonlinear systems.
The identification process yields accurate models with a moder-
ate number of components, is robust and is practicable also for
multiple inputs. Although many aspects should be further inves-
tigated before practical applications, the results obtained suggest
that NARX identification could be a useful tool for circuit simula-
tions.
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Abstract
The design for signal integrity and electromagnetic compatibility of modern fast elec-
tronic circuits heavily relies on numerical simulations and requires effective models
of active devices. Black-box identification methods based on I/O data may offer a
useful systematic approach to build such models. Black-box identification could be
used for both the modeling of unknown components and for the refinement or the sim-
plification of existing models. In this paper, we address the black-box identification of
digital devices via NARX (Nonlinear AutoRegression with eXtra input) models. We
apply a NARX identification algorithm to model a common highly nonlinear and fast
electronic device, the CMOS inverter gate, and we perform different tests to assess the
effectiveness of such an approach. We obtain accurate models with relatively simple
structures and we also verify a low sensitivity of the identification process to the noise
affecting the output data.

Politecnico di Torino, Dip. di Elettronica
Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24
I-10129 Torino, ITALY
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1. Introduction
Circuit simulations to assess the signal integrity (SI) and electromagnetic compati-
bility (EMC) of electronic systems require models of active devices having both an
accuracy compatible with the parasitic phenomena of interest and an efficiency com-
patible with large problems. Fast digital circuits are an important source of this need.
In digital applications, functional models of logic components yield too idealized pre-
dictions, whereas detailed transistor level models of gates perform at high accuracy
levels, but can be hardly afforded in the simulation of realistic problems.
The design of models of digital devices operating at the required level of accuracy and
efficiency, however, is not an easy task. Presently, the behavioral description is the
most used approach to build models of digital integrated circuits (ICs) for SI/EMC
simulations [1, 2]. The behavioral description amounts to characterize ICs by suitable
port constitutive relations, possibly obtained from actual or virtual measurements of
voltages and currents at the device ports. The structures of behavioral models, how-
ever, stems from the physical structures of the device ports and they are mainly useful
as one-port equivalents at the IC pins. Also their design is partially empirical and,
when not available, the required behavioral data must be measured by specific setups.
The black-box modeling of active devices as nonlinear dynamic systems from their
input and output signals may offer a complementary systematic approach to build
models of digital devices for SI/EMC simulations. The black-box approach can handle
poorly known devices and can help to improve known models from measured signals
as well. Besides, black-box modeling could be applied to the I/O signals of existing
accurate models as a method for their simplification. Although such a method has
a brute-force nature, its use is justified by lack of systematic methods for the direct
simplification of nonlinear models [3].
In this paper, we address the black-box modeling of digital devices by NARX (Non-
linear AutoRegression with eXtra input) models. Such models are the extension of
the widely used ARX models to nonlinear systems and are general enough to describe
a wide class of them (e.g., see [4]), possibly including many nonlinear electric and
electronic components. NARX models have been widely studied in the area of control
systems, where suitable identification algorithms have been developed and success-
fully applied to moderately nonlinear dynamic systems [5]. Also, the direct derivation
of NARX models from nonlinear differential models and a discussion of their effec-
tiveness in the modeling of physical systems have been carried out [6]. We try to
assess the performances of NARX models and of their identification in the modeling
of highly nonlinear fast dynamic circuit elements. We carry out the study by applying
the NARX identification algorithm proposed in [7] to a CMOS inverter and by exper-
imenting with the relevant identification parameters. Since the inverter is the basic
element of logic gates, the results obtained in this study should give a first indication
of the possibilities of the considered approach in the modeling of digital devices.
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2. Identification algorithm



















































where ,. , &( and   are the samples at the  -th time point of the input, distur-
bance and output signals, respectively,

fl is the generic element of
)
, i.e., the present
sample of , or the past samples of , and   up to the time 3154 , and : <;=4>   . The
integer variables 4 and ? are the dynamic order and the nonlinear degree of the model,
respectively. Every possible product of up to ? elements of ) is a potential component
of the model and appears in (1). The potential components with nonzero coefficients
are the model actual components (or components in short) and their coefficients are
the model parameters.
In order to identify a NARX model from a sequence of I/O samples (i.e., to select the
components of the model and compute their parameters), we implement and use the
algorithm of Pottman [7]. Since the number of potential components that can compose
a NARX model grows rapidly with 4 and ? , making the identification computationally
expensive, we base our implementation on a step forward approach. In such an ap-
proach, the model is built by starting from a minimal guess model (possibly with no
components) and by adding at each step the potential component that mostly reduces
the model mean-square error.
In detail, the implemented identification algorithm is organized as follows. A model
dynamic order 4 and a nonlinear degree ? are chosen. The model dynamic order is
estimated a priori from the I/O sequence by the algorithm of [8], whereas the nonlinear
degree is estimated empirically. Such a choice defines the set of potential components.
Then a guess model is decided and the following three steps are repeated.
1. The reduction of the model mean-square error produced by each potential compo-
nent not in the current model is estimated off-line by orthogonalization of the time
sequences [7]. A new model is generated by adding to the current one the potential
component that minimizes the mean-square error.
2. The stability of the new model is verified and, if necessary, the added component is
discarded.
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6 0.2386 2.014    7.477   
7 0.1703 2.014    8.916   
8 0.0712 1.312      1.381   
9 fiffffifl "!#%$	&(' fiff*)+,-!#%$	&/.10 2	ffffifl "!#%$.43
10 1.229   5 1.306   %   6.43     
11 1.256   5 1.3   %   5.8     
3. For the new model, the values of suitable statistical indexes are computed [7].
Each execution of the above steps generates a new model, whose statistical signifi-
cance is assessed by the index values computed in step (3). When a new model has
values of the statistical indexes not better than the previous one, the process is termi-
nated and the model with the best values of the statistical indexes is retained as the
final one.
As an example, we apply the above procedure to the input/output sequences of a
NARX test system and verify its ability to correctly retrieve such system. The test sys-



































































The input identification sequence used is obtained by sampling a random multilevel
signal with a small white noise superimposed. The identification sequence has 3600
samples, and its level variations are wide enough to highlight the nonlinear nature of
(3). Tab. 1 shows the main figures of some of the models generated by the identifica-
tion procedure for this example. Each row of such a Table describes a different model
and lists, from left to right, the number of components of the model (   ), the maximum
value ( &ACBED ) and the variance ( +
 ) of the error between the model and the reference
outputs, and the value of the OVF index [7]. The OVF index is a decreasing function
of 	
 and of   , so that its maximum should indicate the most significant model of the
sequence. For this example, the OVF index is maximum for the model with    9 (see
the bold row of Tab. 1), which indeed coincides with the original system. The detailed
structure of models with  ff : / 9 /   is reported in Tab. 2. Models with  GF 9 are
composed of a subset of the component of the original system and their parameters
approximate the corresponding parameters of the original system. On the other hand,
models with  "H 9 have the same components and parameters of the original systems
plus spurious components with negligibly small coefficients.
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Table 2 Structure of models of the example of Sec. 2 .
  8 9 10
	  0.1809 0.2025 0.2025
 31
 
 0.3938 0.405 0.405
,.31
 
 0.1245 0.09 0.09
 ,; 71
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3. NARX inverter models
In this Section, we address the NARX modeling of logic gates by applying the identi-
fication algorithm of Sec. 2 to an inverter gate of CMOS technology. We generate the
output signals for the identification process via Spice simulations based on the CMOS
level 2 model, which is a detailed transistor model including several parasitics. The
simulated output signals are used either directly, to identify NARX models as simple
as possible (model simplification), or corrupted by noise, to reproduce identification
from measured data (black-box modeling).
We start by considering a Single Input Single Output (SISO) configuration of the
inverter system, obtained by loading the inverter with an identical one and by using
the voltages at its input and output ports as the input ( ,.    ) and the output (      )
signals, respectively. For this system, the estimated order is 4    and we start with
?
7@ and a guess model with no components.
As for the example of Sec. 2, we apply to the reference Spice model an input identifi-
cation signal composed of random levels with superimposed small white noise fluctu-
ations. Such a signal and the corresponding reference output, which is shown in Fig. 1,
are then sampled at   6  ps to obtain the input and output sequences for the identi-
fication process. For such I/O sequences, the identification process yields the models
described in Tab. 3. Since the original system is not of NARX type, the figures of
Tab. 3 do not show the net threshold phenomenon shown in Tab. 1. However, among
the identified models, the one with the maximum value of the OVF index (    : ) still
reveals the most faithful static and dynamic behavior and can be considered the final
model. Furthermore, as in the example of Sec. 2, the parameters of the models with
   < and 7 still approximate the corresponding parameters of the model with    : .
As a final step, we validate the identified model by verifying its ability to reproduce
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Table 3 Main figures of NARX models obtained for a CMOS inverter in SISO configuration





4 2.427 0.7444 1223
5 2.902 0.8784 916.6
6 1.572 0.1919 2969
7 0.7939 0.01882 27230
8 0.3862 0.01266 34640
9 0.3506 0.01253 30420
10 0.3346 0.01048 32140
11 0.3574 0.0108 28000
12 0.3651 0.01122 24450
13 0.3497 0.01139 22190
the reference output for suitable validation inputs, i.e., for input signals different from
the identification input and relevant to the application. We use a validation input
signal composed of digital transitions with different edge slopes followed by an analog
oscillating waveform. Such a validation input allows to test the identified model for
both the input signals occurring under ordinary operation and for possible anomalous
inputs occurring in severe distortion regimes. Figure 2 compares the response of the
model with    : to the validation input against the corresponding reference response,
and clearly shows the accuracy of the identified model. Finally it is worth noticing that
the complete identification process to obtain the final model for this example requires
about 20 s on a 60 MHz Pentium PC.











Figure 1 Reference response to the identification input
In order to further assess the performance of NARX identification on the inverter
device, we carry out a complete set of identification experiments for the simple SISO
Black-Box Modeling of Digital Devices 7















Figure 2 Reference response to a validation input (solid line) compared with the response of
the   model of Tab. 3 (dashed line)
configuration.
The first point considered in such experiments is the influence of the guess model.
In fact, the sensitivity of the NARX identification to the order in which the model
components are selected is a known weakness [6], and the guess model affects such
order. We verify that guess models defined by a subset of the components of the
  
:
model of Tab. 3 lead to the same final model. In contrast, guess models with
components not in the    : model may lead to different final models and show
that the pure forward approach does not ensure the neutralization of inappropriate
components. However those models still offer an excellent level of accuracy with a
small number of components.
The next element considered is the identification signal. The selection of suitable iden-
tification signals is a critical point in the identification of nonlinear systems, because of
the lack of theoretical guidelines. We experiment different types of identification sig-
nals and different lengths of the identification sequences. The best results are obtained
by random multilevel signals with a small white noise superimposed, as proposed in
[9], when the constant levels persist for enough time in comparison with the system
“local time constants”. In this case we observe good identification properties and a
weak sensitivity of the variance error to the length of the identification sequence.
Then we consider the ability of the identification process to obtain models from cor-
rupted output sequences, which is the key property required to use NARX identifi-
cation for black-box modeling. To check such an ability, we add white noise dis-
turbances of different variance to the simulated output signal and use the resulting
signal for the identification. In this way, we observe remarkably good insensitivity
to the added noise. In fact, the identification process works also for noisy output se-
quences, and it leads to the same final model provided the SNR value for the output
8 Interconnects in VLSI Design
sequence is greater than 25 dB. Moreover, although lower values of the SNR of the
output sequence lead to different final models, such models remain able to reproduce
the qualitative behavior of the original system. As an example, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
show, respectively, a part of a noisy output identification sequence and a response of
the model identified from such a noisy sequence. In this example, the output iden-
tification sequence has SNR  ;  dB, and the response of the identified model to a
validation signal, shown in Fig. 4, still tracks the reference output.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3 Disturbance added to the reference response for the identification input. Solid line:
exact reference response (see Fig. 1); dots: reference response corrupted by added white noise
with SNR ff dB












Figure 4 Reference response (solid line) to a validation input, compared with the response of
a model identified from the noisy sequence of Fig. 3 (dashed line)
Finally, we check the sensitivity of the models to the non linear degree ? by identi-
fying NARX inverter models with different ? values. Such experiments highlight the
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ability of the NARX models to represent highly nonlinear systems even for moder-
ate ? values. In these comparisons, the static characteristic of the model is used as
an additional index of its ability to reproduce the nonlinear behavior of the original
system. For ?  ; , the shape of the static characteristic cannot be obtained and the
identification fails. For ?  @ , instead, the characteristic is correctly reproduced and
the accurate model with    : of Tab. 3 is obtained. Moreover, the value ?  @
turns out to be an optimum choice for the problem at hand, as higher ? values yield
only minor improvements. This can be appreciated in Fig. 5, where the reference
characteristic and the characteristics of two models with ? #@ and ? G6 are shown.
An interesting method to improve the accuracy of NARX models without increasing
? (and hence   ) is the use of piecewise models [7]. We identify a piecewise model
composed of two submodels with 42   , ?  @ and    > , which works safely and is
more accurate than the model with    : of Tab. 3. The variance of its error,  
 , is
one order of magnitude smaller than the one reported in Tab. 3 and its response to the
validation signal is better than the one shown in Fig. 2 (results are not presented for
lack of space). In such a 2-piece model, the submodel domains are the two half planes
  F+;  8 and   H+;  8 , whereas the switching rule is hysteretic and takes into account
the last two   samples.
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Figure 5 Static characteristics of the CMOS inverter (solid line), of the model with   and

 of Tab.3 (dashed line) and of a model with   and    (dotted line)
SISO models are useful to assess the possibilities of the NARX approach, but the
representation of multiport circuit elements requires Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) models. In the inverter example, we deal with a 2-port element, where, in
principle, two of its port variables are controlled by the other two variables. Since
CMOS gates operate by forcing the voltages of their output ports, the natural input




,   , respectively, defined in
the insert of Fig. 6. We identify a NARX MIMO inverter model by exciting the circuit
through the input variables   and 

and by using 4    and ?  6 . The algorithm
is applied to a set














and, in spite of the increase of the number of potential components, the identification
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remains affordable and produces accurate models. The best MIMO model obtained
in this way has 16 components and its accuracy can be appreciated in Fig. 6. Such
a Figure shows the waveform 

 produced by the MIMO model when it is loaded




. The waveform 


obtained by the MIMO model tracks well the reference response of the simple test
circuit.
























Figure 6 Waveform ! "$#	% of the circuit of the insert for a validation input !& ' . Solid curve:
reference response; dashed curve: response produced by the NARX MIMO inverter model
described in the text
4. Spice comparison
Since device models must operate effectively in circuit simulation environments, in
this Section, we check the performances of CMOS NARX models implemented in
Spice. This is done by comparing the Spice implementation of the    : NARX SISO
model of Tab. 3 and the reference transistor level model generating such a NARX
model.
For an effective Spice implementation, the discrete-time NARX model is approxi-
mated by a continuous-time state-space representation. As an example, for any NARX






where ( is a suitable polynomial function, a possible discrete-time state-space form is


































The above equation are converted into a continuous-time state-space representation by
replacing back the time variable (the input and output signal samples are 40 ps spaced)
and by replacing the difference operator with the differential one. The continuous
time state-space model is then implemented in Spice by using standard components
as capacitors, resistors and driven sources.
The error of the Spice continuous-time version of the    : NARX SISO model of
Tab. 3 with respect to the original discrete-time model turns out to be negligible. On
the other hand, the Spice implementation of the NARX model remains significantly
more efficient than the Spice reference transistor level model. Such an efficiency can
be appreciated by Tab. 4, that shows the CPU times to compute a validation response
for the Spice-NARX and for the Spice transistor level models.
Table 4 CMOS and NARX inverter simulation time




In this contribution, we have studied the black-box modeling of the CMOS inverter
gate from its input and output signals via NARX identification, in order to evaluate
the usefulness of such an approach. We have obtained simple NARX models (i.e.,
models defined by a moderate number of components) performing at a fairly good
accuracy level. We also have verified a low sensitivity of the identification process
to the noise added to the output signal and the feasibility of the Spice implementa-
tion of the NARX models. Although this study is a preliminary one, results obtained
clearly show the potential of the NARX black-box approach for the SI/EMC oriented
modeling of digital devices.
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I.30H H ,.IE(+* 14m* 16ou32D+jK/a(+* 301h301;(+f4,x,.H ,.IE(sD+* I?g',.f8/B-i* 32DW32o{(+f4,9J6,.-i* I.,
V'32Ds(+R.$?#T#s&hJ4/a(%/l8H ,.RtIB/21,B/2Rs* H OJ6,.RsIED+* g',I.30jlV4H ,Eh#s@RW}|* (+f
(+f430r4R+/218J6R\32oQV4* 14R/218J(+f4,.* Dr4Rs,k* R\RT(sD+3014m0H Ol,.14I.30r6D%/2m0,BJlg)O#s@
jK/21ir6oS/2IE(+r6D+,ED+R.5=}|f43~IB/21J6* RT(sD+* g4r6(+,?(+f4,?D+,.H ,.-0/21)(tI%f8/aD%/2IE(+,ED+* RTv
(+* I.Rt32ofi(+f4,.* DxJ6,.-i* I.,.Rk}|* (+f430r6(xJ6* RsI.H 30Rs* 14m~V6D+30V6D+* ,E(%/aDsOh* 16ou32D+jK/av
(+* 301Q$LAf4,l* J6,B/~r418J6,ED+H O6* 14m(+f4,RT(%/218J4/aD%Jf8/2R9g',.,.1V6D+30V'30Rs,BJ
/218JRT(+r8J6* ,BJg)ORs,.-C,ED%/2Hfi#s@flV6D+3iJ6r4I.,ED+R9/218JfiH ,.IE(sD+3014* Ilt,.Rs* m01
7kr6(+30jK/a(+* 301lPŁfiW7tX'-C,.18J632D+RMRs* 14I.,|B00i$&i* 14I.,fi(+f4,.1Q5B(+f4,fiCfi#T7
#T#s&WV',.1<432D+r4jlf8/2RW}A32D+C,BJ(+3~,.RT(%/2g4H * Rsfn/218JI.3)32D%J6* 18/a(+,
(+f4,xJ6,.-C,.H 30V4jl,.1)(A32oG(+f4,tRT(%/218J4/aD%J=5i(+f8/a(|f8/2RAD%/2V4* J6H Om2D+3B}|1;g)O
/2I.I.30jljl3iJ4/a(+* 14m/xH /aD+m0,t1ir4jg',ED32oGJ6* m0* (%/2H'(+,.I%f41430H 30m0* ,.Rx C56aŁ$
#p132D%J6,ED9(+3hg',lr4Rs,BJou32Dl&i#tRs* jr4H /a(+* 3014R.5{#T#s&g',.f8/B-i* 32D%/2H
J4/a(%/ljr4RT(kg',9(sD%/214RsH /a(+,BJh* 1)(+3K/lRsr4* (%/2g4H ,Rs,E(W32oI%f8/aD%/2IE(+,ED+* RT(+* I
,B)r8/a(+* 3014R.5|NuB \* 1)(+3/21,E6,.I.r6(%/2g4H ,Kg',.f8/B-i* 32D%/2Hyjl3iJ6,.HS$#T#s&
jl3iJ6,.H R9PTNuB Q,E6,.I.r6(%/2g4H ,xjl3iJ6,.H R|g8/2Rs,BJ;301;#T#s&~J4/a(%/CXAIB/21;g',
30g6(%/2* 14,BJ~/2Ryg4r4* H (svN* 1Kou,B/a(+r6D+,.Ry* 1~jl30RT(|fiW7Rs32o (p}y/aD+,x(+3)30H RAou32D
&i#{Rs* jr4H /a(+* 3014RA32D(+f4,EOIB/21Kg',WJ6,.Rs* m014,BJK/218Jg4r4* H (Ag)O(+f4,y818/2H
r4Rs,EDB$LAf4* RH /a(s(+,ED(%/2Rs'5fif43B}A,.-C,EDB5fi* R1432(?(sD+* -i* /2HS5\g',.IB/2r4Rs,K(+f4,
J6,.Rs* m01?32o8,E6,.I.r6(%/2g4H ,jl3iJ6,.H RM* R{g',EO)3018Jt(+f4,\RsI.30V',A32o4#T#s&P%B  ) 
Rs,.,w BuX%$LAf4,h/2* j¡32ot(+f4* R}A32D+* Rl(+3V6D+3a-i* J6,~m0r4* J6,.H * 14,.Rl(+3
g4r4* H JK#T#s&jl3iJ6,.H R.5i}|f4* I%f~/aD+,W1432(yV6D+3a-i* J6,BJlg)Ol#T#s&l* (+Rs,.H op$\#p1
(+f4,xou30H H 3B}|* 14m65=}A,?J6* RsI.r4RsR|(+f4,9g8/2Rs* I?,.H ,.jl,.1)(+Rk/218J(+f4,9IED+* (+* IB/2H
V'30* 1)(+RK32ox#T#s&jl3iJ6,.H R.5yH ,B/0J6* 14mn(+3w/21,E=,.IE(+* -C,h#T#s&jl3iJ6,.H
32o|@y:hx&#s@R.$l&ir4I%f/jl3iJ6,.H{32=,ED+Rx* jlV6D+3a-C,BJ/2I.I.r6D%/2IEO/218J
,EzlI.* ,.14IEO)54/218JKIB/21g',W,E=,.IE(+* -C,.H OK,E6V4H 30* (+,BJlou32DW&i#\Rs* jr4H /a(+* 3014R
* 1~(+f4,9&iV4* I.,x,.1i-i* D+3014jl,.1)(B$
¢=Zfi[E£[B¤¥bM¦4^.¦¦8]Gb§`QbM¨6©uª
LAf4,K#T#s&8H ,K32oW/21w#s@«I.30jlV'3014,.1)(?H * RT(+RJ4/a(%/J6,.RsIED+* g4* 14m
(+f4,t,.H ,.IE(sD+* I9g',.f8/B-i* 32D|32o{* (+R|V'32Ds(+R.$\x/a(%//aD+,xI.30H H ,.IE(+,BJ;/218J32Dsv
mC/214* ¬.,BJ?g)O?/2RsRsr4jl* 14mW/kRsV',.I.* 8IAV4f)O6Rs* IB/2HiRT(sD+r4IE(+r6D+,32o4(+f4,V'32Ds(+R
PSRs,.,9 .4ou32DA/tI.30jlV4H ,E(+,|J6,.RsIED+* V6(+* 301'X%$fi­W,ED+,A}A,you3)I.r4R301(+f4,|J6,Ev
RsIED+* V6(+* 30132o|@y:hx&30r6(+V4r6(tV'32Ds(+RPS* 14V4r6(xV'32Ds(+Rx/aD+,l/Rs* jlV4H ,ED
Rsr4g'IB/2Rs,l32oA(+f4* R93014,aXt/2I.I.32D%J6* 14m~(+3;-C,EDB$fi0$ l32oy#T#s&'5=}|f4* I%fn* R
(+f4,~I.32D+,~32oW(+f4,~RT(%/218J4/aD%J=$¥<432DlRsr4I%f¥V'32Ds(+R.5A#T#s&w/2RsRsr4jl,.Rl/
V4f)O6Rs* IB/2HQRT(sD+r4IE(+r6D+,tI.30jlV'30Rs,BJ32ofi/21~30r6(+V4r6(yV4* 1~I.301414,.IE(+,BJ-i* /
/kg'3018J6* 14m?PSjl3iJ6,.H ,BJ9g)O?/21®t¯°,B)r4* -0/2H ,.1)(EX'(+3k(+f4,* 1)(+,.m2D%/a(+,BJ
30r6(+V4r6(?I.* D+I.r4* (Pu(+f4,;±+S² Ł³+´2µ¶6´2·%¸t(+f4,ED+,B/ao (+,EDEXx32ok<G* m6$AB/i$hLAf4,
#T#s&KJ4/a(%/?V6D+3a-i* J6,BJou32Dy(+f4,WRs* H * I.301;V'32Ds(k/aD+,0¹|PT0$ aX\(+f4,W30r6(+V4r6(
IB/2V8/2I.* (%/214I.,W32oQ(+f4,|I.30jlV4H ,.jl,.1)(%/aDsOl:hx&?(sD%/214Rs* RT(+32D+RtPN°AºN»s¼{½CX%¾
PT0$ 0X|(+f4,?RT(%/a(+* II%f8/aD%/2IE(+,ED+* RT(+* I.Rt¿ŁÀ6PSÁ2Â2Xk/218J;¿NÃ'PNÄ4ÅpÅyÆnÁ2Â2X|f430H Jiv
* 14m}|f4,.1K(+f4,tV'32Ds(|* RkJiD+* -C,.1K(+3ÇGyÈ/218JK­W#s>W­flH 30m0* IxRT(%/a(+,.R.5
D+,.RsV',.IE(+* -C,.H O~PSr4Rsr8/2H H O?18/2jl,BJ?V4r4H H vpJ63B}|1/218J?V4r4H H vNr4V?I.r6D+-C,050D+,Ev
RsV',.IE(+* -C,.H O8X%¾QPT0$ CX\(+f4,WRsH 30V',.Ry32oM(+f4,kD+* Rs* 14m/218JloS/2H H * 14m,BJ6m0,.Ry32o
Á2Â)PuÉ+XWJ6r6D+* 14m~RT(%/a(+,(sD%/214Rs* (+* 3014RKPu}|f4* I%f/aD+,K/2RsRsr4jl,BJH * 14,B/aD9g)O
(+f4,xRsV',.I.* 8IB/a(+* 301'X%¾{PN)$ aXA(+f4,xRT(%/a(+* I9I%f8/aD%/2IE(+,ED+* RT(+* I.RW32o{(+f4,xV6D+32v
(+,.IE(+* 301hJ6* 3iJ6,.R|¿ŁÊ6PSÁ2Â2XA/218J~¿uË4PNÄ4ÅpÅÆÁ2Â2X%$
7k1l#T#s&jl3iJ6,.H8* RA/9Rs,E(A32oMI.30jlV4r6(%/2g4H ,|V'32Ds(AI%f8/aD%/2IE(+,ED+* RT(+* I
,B)r8/a(+* 3014R~PSV'30RsRs* g4H ORsV',.I.* 8,BJwg)Ow/21,B)r4* -0/2H ,.1)(I.* D+I.r4* (I.30jv
V'30Rs,BJ32oA* J6,B/2Hfi,.H ,.jl,.1)(+R%Xy}|f4* I%f/aD+,g8/2Rs,BJ301(+f4,J4/a(%/K32oA/21
#T#s&8H ,0$7kI.I.32D%J6* 14m?(+3?(+f4,tV4f)O6Rs* IB/2H=RT(sD+r4IE(+r6D+,W32ofi<G* m6$QB//218J




































 2·së2¸psòx¶6ë2·%¸y´T÷xë;ùGúwûAö´2ði¸ ¶8ði¸M¶6´2·%¸p?êpóTì9üy² s³E¸S·%Ł³+ë0²GsýEðiuþ2ë0² %µ4¸
´T÷t¸uî4lùGúwûAö´2ði¸ ¶8ði¸G¶6´2·%¸\ôsõAô+öhñl´Bò)E² 
jl,.1)(+R{I.301)(%/2* 14,BJ* 132zlI.* /2H8#T#s&J63)I.r4jl,.1)(%/a(+* 301Q50#T#s&?jl3iJ6,.H R
32o|/~Rs* H * I.301wV'32Ds(9jr4RT(xg',KJ6,.RsIED+* g',BJg)O(+f4,(p}A32vŁ(+,ED+jl* 18/2Hfi,.H v
,.jl,.1)(KRsf43B}|1* 1<G* m6$t.gQ$<6D+30j¡(+f4,hou32D+jK/2HWV'30* 1)(32o9-i* ,E}x5
(+f4,yI%f8/aD%/2IE(+,ED+* RT(+* Ik32o=(+f4,y-0/aD+* /2g4H ,|143014H * 14,B/aD\D+,.Rs* RT(+32D
Ý Þ
PSÁ2Â2XGI.3016v
(%/2* 14,BJ* 1Rsr4I%fjl3iJ6,.H R\jr4RT(fiR+/a(+* RTo O(+f4,Aou30H H 3B}|* 14m?(p}A3tD+,B)r4* D+,Ev
jl,.1)(+R.$
PŁ/CXh,.f8/B-i* 32D|}|f4,.1(+f4,W30r6(+V4r6(y* RAou32D+I.,BJ~* 1;ÇGyÈß32D|­W#s>W­






PSg'X;,.f8/B-i* 32DtJ6r6D+* 14mRT(%/a(+,t(sD%/214Rs* (+* 3014R.¹
}|f4,.1w(+f4,-C30H (%/2m0,I.301)(sD+30H H * 14m(+f4,RT(%/a(+,32ok(+f4,K30r6(+V4r6(
V'32Ds(kPŁ/21* 1)(+,ED+18/2Hi-C30H (%/2m0,|ÁNXMIED+30RsRs,.R\* (+RfiH 30m0* Iy(+f6D+,.Rsf430H J=5
(+f4,y¿ŁÀt/218J¿NÃ9I%f8/aD%/2IE(+,ED+* RT(+* I.Rjr4RT(fig',AD+,.V4H /2I.,BJ* 1l/W}y/.O
(+f8/a(y,.14Rsr6D+,.R|/?H * 14,B/aD|-0/aD+* /a(+* 301~32oGÁ2Â)PuÉ+X{}|* (+f(+f4,WRsH 30V',.R
RsV',.I.* 8,BJ~* 1nPT0$ CX%5'/2g'3a-C,0$
LAf4,;/2g'3a-C,lou32D+jK/2H|J6,E814* (+* 301w32oW#T#s&jl3iJ6,.H R?ou32D@y:hx&
Rs* H * I.301V'32Ds(+Rtf4* m0f4H * m0f)(+Rt(p}A3* jlV'32Ds(%/21)(tV'30* 1)(+R.$<G* D+RT(+H O)5M/2Rt* 1
#T#s&9jl3iJ6,.H RfiRT(%/a(+,A(sD%/214Rs* (+* 301K/aD+,yjl,ED+,.H OJ6,.I.* J6,BJ?g)O9(+f6D+,.Rsf430H J
IED+30RsRs* 14m0R.5)143W/218/2H 30m0* I|* 16ou32D+jK/a(+* 301I.301)(%/2* 14,BJ9* 1?(+f4,\}y/B-C,Eou32D+j
32o(+f4,* 1)(+,ED+18/2H{-C30H (%/2m0,lÁyIB/21g',?(sD%/214Rsjl* (s(+,BJh(+3K(+f4,30r6(+V4r6(
(+,ED+jl* 18/2H R.$&i,.I.3018J6H O)5M(+f4,lC,EO,.H ,.jl,.1)(?32oW@y:hx&#T#s&jl3iJiv
,.H RA* RA(+f4,k-0/aD+* /2g4H ,t143014H * 14,B/aDAD+,.Rs* RT(+32D
Ý Þ
PSÁ2Â2Xfi(+f8/a(Ajr4RT(yJ6,.RsIED+* g',
g'32(+fK(+f4,tRT(+,B/0JiORT(%/a(+,x/218JK(+f4,WRT}|* (+I%f4* 14mg',.f8/B-i* 32D|32oG(+f4,W(p}A3
:hx&K(sD%/214Rs* RT(+32D+R.$y<432DkRsr4I%f;/D+,.Rs* RT(+32DB54(+f4,9J6,.Rs* m01;32o\/21;,E=,.IEv
(+* -C,9RT}|* (+I%f4* 14mjl,.I%f8/214* Rsj"R+/a(+* RTo O6* 14m(+f4,9Rs,.I.3018JhI.3018J6* (+* 301* R





LAf4,x#T#s&Kjl3iJ6,.H RA}A,xV6D+30V'30Rs,tou32DW/l@y:hx&KRs* H * I.301h30r6(+V4r6(
V'32Ds(W* RtJ6,E814,BJ~g)O(+f4,9,B)r4* -0/2H ,.1)(kI.* D+I.r4* (W32o<G* m6$GCPSg'X|/218J;g)O
(+f4,fiou30H H 3B}|* 14mt,B)r8/a(+* 3014RQou32DG(+f4,\-0/aD+* /2g4H ,143014H * 14,B/aDGD+,.Rs* RT(+32Dfi/218J



























aÃ'PNÄ4ÅpÅ|Æ =X%5MÁ* Rt(+f4,(+f6D+,.Rsf430H Jou32D9(+f4,I.301)(sD+30H H * 14m;-C30H (%/2m0,
Ás5

P XG* Rfi(+f4,y* J6,B/2H4RT(+,.Vour414IE(+* 301l/218J/t14301* 1i-C,EDs(+* 14mWD+,.H /a(+* 301
Á)Á2Â9* Rk/2RsRsr4jl,BJ=$






Rs* J6,ED+,BJK/2R\D+30r4m0fK/2V4V6D+3B6* jK/a(+* 3014R\32o=(+f4,|30r6(+V4r6(\RT(%/a(+* IkI%f8/aD%/2IEv
(+,ED+* RT(+* ItRsr6DsoS/2I.,.Ry32oM(+f4,k(p}A3:hx&(sD%/214Rs* RT(+32D+Ry¿ŁÀ6PSÁ2ÂsÁ2Ê	
.X/218J
¿NÃ'PNÄ4ÅpÅ0ÆWÁ2ÂsÁ2Ê	
.X%5aD+,.RsV',.IE(+* -C,.H O)$G#p1x(+f4* RQ}y/.O)5a(+f4,\I%f8/aD%/2IE(+,ED+* RT(+* I
RsV',.I.* 8,BJg)Oh,B8$fiPN0Xk* Rx/lD+30r4m0f/2V4V6D+3B6* jK/a(+* 30132o(+f4,?30r6(+V4r6(
RT(%/a(+* I9I%f8/aD%/2IE(+,ED+* RT(+* I9Rsr6DsoS/2I.,932oG(+f4,t(p}A3I.30jlV4H ,.jl,.1)(%/aDsOl(sD%/216v
Rs* RT(+32D+R.$A7kR(+f4, ~V8/aD%/2jl,E(+,EDy* Ry-0/aD+* ,BJ=54/?I.301)(+* 1ir430r4RA-0/aD+* /a(+* 301
32o
Ý Þ
PSÁ2Â2XMg',E(p}A,.,.1¿ŁÀiPSÁ2Â2XG/218J?¿NÃ=PNÄ4ÅpÅ6ÆÁ2ÂaXM3)I.I.r6D+R.5C}|f4* I%fjl* jl* I.R
(+f4,y/2IE(+r8/2Hi-0/aD+* /a(+* 30132o8(+f4,30r6(+V4r6({I%f8/aD%/2IE(+,ED+* RT(+* I|32o4(+f4,AI.30r4V4H ,
32o=I.30jlV4H ,.jl,.1)(%/aDsO:hx&9(sD%/214Rs* RT(+32D+RJ6r6D+* 14mx/tRT(%/a(+,A(sD%/214Rs* (+* 301Q$
k}|* 14m(+3(+f4* RxV6D+30V',EDs(pO)5=}A,18/2jl,9(+f4,V6D+30V'30Rs,BJ#T#s&hjl3iJ6,.H
>kD%/0J6r8/2H{&)}|* (+I%f4* 14m~PN>x&4XAjl3iJ6,.HS$
LAf4,RT(%/a(+,,B8$iPŁCX=I.301)(sD+30H RG(+f4,\-C,.H 3)I.* (pO932o8RT(%/a(+,\(sD%/214Rs* (+* 3014R.$








H * 14,B/aDkD%/2jlVo D+30j

(+3KÄ4ÅpÅkI.30jlV4H ,E(+,BJ~* 1;/(+* jl,WÉ2$fiÈf4,ED+,B/2R.5
* o 
 
Ä4ÅpÅB5'}|f4,.1ÁAJ6,.IED+,B/2Rs,.Rxg',.H 3B}Ái5 GPuÉ+XART(%/aDs(+Rx/lH * 14,B/aD
D%/2jlVqo D+30jÄ4ÅpÅ;(+3

I.30jlV4H ,E(+,BJq* 1/w(+* jl,Éflfii$"LAf4,RsH 30V',.R
32oARsr4I%fD%/2jlV4R.5GÄ4ÅpÅBÉ/218JwÆWÄ4ÅpÅBÉflfi65MjK/a(+I%f#T#s&J4/a(%/PT0$ CX%$
\/2I%fwD%/2jlVw32o GPuÉ+XxV6D+3iJ6r4I.,.R/;D+* Rs* 14m32DoS/2H H * 14m,BJ6m0,* 1w(+f4,
30r6(+V4r6(W-C30H (%/2m0,Á2Â)PuÉ+X%58}|f430Rs,9(+32(%/2HfiJ6r6D%/a(+* 301h* Rt,.* (+f4,EDWÉ932DWÉflfi
/218J?}|f430Rs,kRsf8/2V',|* RJ6,.I.* J6,BJg)O?(+f4, )Á2Â|D+,.H /a(+* 301hPN0Xfi/218J* R32o
Rs* m0jl30* JK(pO6V',0$fiLAf430r4m0f~Rsr4I%f~,BJ6m0,.R|/aD+,t1432(yH * 14,B/aDB5'/2RAD+,B)r4* D+,BJ
g)O#T#s&'5fi3B}|* 14m(+3(+f4,~18/a(+r6D+,;32oW(+f4,~jl3iJ6,.HS5}|f4* I%f¥jl* jl* I.R
(sD%/214Rs* (+* 3014Rt32oA/2IE(+r8/2HfiJ6,.-i* I.,.R.5=(+f4,EOh/aD+,H * C,.H O;(+3Kg',~PS32DW(+3Kg',
jK/0J6,g)O9V8/aD%/2jl,E(+,ED{(+r414* 14m)XQjl32D+,y/2I.I.r6D%/a(+,A(+f8/21?V4r6D+,.H O9H * 14,B/aD
3014,.R.$<G* 18/2H H O)5G* (9* R930r4m0f)(x(+3D+,.jK/aD+h(+f8/a(t(+f4,jl3iJ6,.HfiIB/21g',
,B/2Rs* H O;,Ei(+,.18J6,BJl(+3* 14I.H r8J6,xjl32D+,W(+f8/21~3014,t(+f6D+,.Rsf430H J=$
MZfl`QbM¨6©¦8dCdCcM_a¦8d
#p1l32D%J6,ED(+3x-0/2H * J4/a(+,W/218J(+,.RT(30r6DA#T#s&jl3iJ6,.H4}A,kI.30jlV8/aD+,
* (+R|D+,.RsV'3014Rs,t(+3(+f4,tD+,.RsV'3014Rs,.Rk32o\/21h/2I.I.r6D%/a(+,?&iV4* I.,t(sD%/214Rs* RT(+32D
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QSR T"UCVXW Y[Z\Z^]^_a`ARcbed QSR T"UCVXW Y[Z\Z^]^_a`ARcbed
fP_aW R Z^Ygb[`ARcb[_ihjRlkl_a]^R `A_CmonpZqdrW s fP_aW R Z^Ygb[`ARcb[_ihjRlkl_a]^R `A_CmonpZqdrW s
tvuPwexey{zA|rx~}
Y~dahAhj]^Yg^Z^AYv_jhjYeW R `A_rW _aaRcbedrW:R `Z^Y[
a]qd{Z^Ygh2hjYeŁoRcb[YgO_a]Z^AYM`oAYe]^RcbedrW"\R 4AWcd{Z^R _a`2_rXV>8
Y[YgbZqR `daJZEhjR aR ZqdrW:b[R ]qb[AR ZqeUkAYdrR _r:Z^ARcEO_a]^
Rc4Z^AYbqCdr]qdabZ^Ye]^R gd{Z^R _a`_rZ^AYT_a]\Zq4_r4T_o_a]^W shj_jb




_jhjYeW R `A¡drTATA]^_dabq¢Cda\Ygh_a`Z^AYi¢AWcdabqp¢_ £¡RchjYe`Z^R ¤A
bed{Z^R _a`i_rTCdr]qdrY[Z^]^Rcb`A_a`AW R `AYgdr]>hjso`CdrRcb_jhjYeWc:]^_a
R `ATAjZ[ _ajZ^TAjZ4hAd{ZqdAUv¥SA]E_jhjYeWcdr]^YihjY[¤C`AYgh¢os¦;d{
hjRcdrWfi§da\RcS¨AA`CbZ^R _a`Cemdr`ChZ^AYeR ]SRchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`RcS\R ©
TAW Y8dr`Ch#Y[YgbZ^R ŁaYaUffikAY¡_jhjYeWJZ^]^CbZ^A]^YRc~\YeW YgbZ^Ygh
hjA]^R `AvZ^AY©RchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`"mARcbqdrjZ^_aid{Z^RcbedrW W s~ZqdraYg
R `Z^_idabeb[_aA`Z;drW WZ^AYM\R a`AR ¤bedr`ZTAosj\RcbedrWY[YgbZq]^YeWcd{Z\
R `A~Z^AY©_ajZ^TAjZ\R a`CdrWc;Z^_~R `ATAjZ_a`AYgeUEkAY©TA]^_aT_\Ygh
_jhjYeW R `AiTA]^_jb[Yg^ORc;hjYg^b[]^R ¢Ygh~R `hjY[ZqdrR Wldr`Ch~R ZqYgda\R 
¢AR W R ZJs~Rc;hjYe_a`CJZ^]qd{Z^Ygh~_a`2d©]^YgdrW"hjYeŁoRcb[YaU
ª{« ª[¬­M®v¯i°±²4­Mªg¯i¬
³;_{dahAd sjZ^AYda^\Yg^\Ye`Zl_r´oR a`CdrWnµ`Z^Yea]^R ZJs¶´on\ldr`Ch
VXW YgbZ^]^_¡dra`AY[Z^Rcb>_aTCd{Z^R ¢AR W R ZJsvV>8fiY[YgbZqPR `4daJZ
hjR aR ZqdrWb[R ]qb[AR Zq4d{Z4Z^AYhjYg\R a`·JZqdraYiRc4_r;TCdr]qdr_aA`Z
R T_a]\Zqdr`Cb[YaU¸´oCbqffdr`)da^\Yg^\Ye`ZRcidrR `AW s#bedr]^]^R Ygh
_ajZX¢os4\R 4AWcd{Z^R `AZ^AYYeŁa_aW jZ^R _a`©_rCZ^AY;\R a`CdrWcP\Ye`Z:_a`
R `Z^Ye]qb[_a`A`AYgbZqbedr¢AW YOR ]^YgemafO§dr`Ch©8OWcdr`ChAq"¢os
hjR aR ZqdrW:nµ`Z^Yea]qd{Z^Ygh8>R ]qb[AR Zqin^OqU©kARcE]^Yg¹AR ]^YgSY[º
b[R Ye`Z;dr`Chdabeb[A]qd{Z^YS`oAYe]^RcbedrW_jhjYeWcO_rlZ^AYEn^)T_a]\Zq
hj]^R ŁoR `Avdr`ChW _dahjR `A©Z^AYR `Z^Ye]qb[_a`A`AYgbZqeU>kAY]^Yg¹AR ]^Ygh
_jhjYeWc4CJZvdrW W _{Z^AY\R 4AWcd{Z^R _a`_rWcdr]^aY~]^YgdrW RcJZ^Rcb
TA]^_a¢AW Yei:dr`Ch©4CJZ:TYe]\_a]^.d{Z>dr`dabeb[A]qdab[sW YeŁaYeWjC\Y[
AWPZ^_~Z^AY©TA]^YghjRcbZ^R _a`_rO\Ye`C\R Z^R ŁaY4Y[YgbZqemW R aY4Z^AY©]qd{
hjRcd{Z^R _a`]^_a»fO§ffWcdr`ChAeU
¼
RchjYeW sC\Ygh8]^Yg\_aA]qb[Y©_a]4\Cbqd_jhjYeW R `AZqda\¡Rc
Z^AYnµ`ATAjZ[ _ajZ^TAjZ§OjYe]nµ`j_a]^id{Z^R _a`ffi´oTYgb[R ¤bed{Z^R _a`
nJ§On\´AUA_jhjYeWc>¢Cda\Yghv_a`vnJ§On\´vdr]^YhjY[¤C`AYghv¢osiYg¹AR Ł{d{
W Ye`Zb[R ]qb[AR Zqdr`Ch_rYe]SAR a¡`oAYe]^RcbedrWfiY[ºvb[R Ye`Cb[sd{ZEd
a_o_jhdabeb[A]qdab[svW YeŁaYeW¶U§OYg\RchjYgemC_{R `AZ^_iZ^AY©hjR C\R _a`
_rnJ§On\´mXWcdr]^aYhAd{Zqd8W R ¢A]qdr]^R YgidaiOYeW WSdaib[_aYe]qb[RcdrW
\_r½ZJdr]^Y2Z^_o_aWciCdr`ChjW R `A·_jhjYeWc~dr`Chffb[_aTAW Y[£#_jho
YeW R `A#TA]^_a¢AW Yei2dr]^Y8d Ł{drR Wcdr¢AW YaU¾;_{OYeŁaYe]~nJ§On\´ff_jho
YeWciCd ŁaYdrWc\_\_aY2W R R Zqd{Z^R _a`CeU'¡drR `AW sam\R `Cb[Y2Z^AYes
dr]^YS¢Cda\Yghi_a`vYg¹AR Ł{drW Ye`Zb[R ]qb[AR ZqemZ^AYRchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`v_r
nJ§On\´©hAd{ZqdERc:Ygda\sM_a`AW s4¢osMŁoR ]\Z^CdrWAYgda\A]^YeYe`ZqJ¿À½ÁgÀ Â
]^_aZ^]qdr`C\RcJZ^_a]\pW YeŁaYeW"_jhjYeWcS_rXZ^AY©hjYeŁoRcb[YgqSdr`Ch2Z^AY
TAosj\RcbedrWY[YgbZqZqdraYe`2R `Z^_idabeb[_aA`Z¢osvZ^AY_jhjYeWldr]^Y
hjYgb[RchjYghidETA]^R _a]^R¶mrAYe`Z^AY;Yg¹AR Ł{drW Ye`ZOb[R ]qb[AR Z>hjY[¤C`AR `A
Z^AY_jhjYeW"Rc\YeW YgbZ^YghU
nµ`Z^ARcOb[_a`Z^]^R ¢AjZ^R _a`"maOYSdahAhj]^Yg^PZ^AY;¢YeCd ŁoR _a]qdrWj_jho
YeW R `A_rhjR aR ZqdrWAn^_ajZ^TAjZX¢AjYe]q:ŁoRcdE§OWcdabqµ§O_ £v§§
RchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`"U´oCbqffidr`ffidrTATA]^_dabqFdr_aA`ZqZ^_ffZ^AY






Z^AYes·]^Yg¹AR ]^Y_a`AW sZ^AY2o`A_{W YghjaY~_rR `ATAjZvdr`Ch·_ajZ\
TAjZhAd{ZqdAU¨AA]\Z^AYe]^_a]^Yam\R `Cb[Y2Z^AY¡_jhjYeWJZ^]^CbZ^A]^Y
RcM\YeW YgbZ^Ygh¢osZ^AYiRchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`8TA]^_jb[Yg^R Zq\YeW JmfiTCdr]qd{
Y[Z^]^RcbX_jhjYeWcldrjZ^_aid{Z^RcbedrW W s;ZqdraYXR `Z^_Sdabeb[_aA`ZfidrW WrZ^AY
TAosj\RcbedrWaY[YgbZql]^YeWcd{Z^R `A;R `ATAjZ:dr`Ch_ajZ^TAjZPhAd{ZqdAUfikAYes
O_aAWchMYe`Cdr¢AW YOdr`osEC\Ye]lZ^_Ygda\R W sE_jhjYeWj^drTAW YhjYeŁoRcb[Yg
_a]4ARcbqnJ§On\´hAd{Zqd¡dr]^Y`A_rZ4TA]^_{ŁoRchjYghdr`Ch8Z^_\R 4j




Y;¢Cda\Y_aA]>§§·_jhjYeW R `A4drTATA]^_dabq4_a`ihjRc^b[]^Y[Z^Y[¶Z^R Y


































ŁaYgbZ^_a]v_rM]^Yea]^Yg^\_a]q©Ô5b[_aW W YgbZqiZ^AYTA]^Yg\Ye`Z^drTAW Yg

















Z^_rZ^RcbedrW W sŁ{dr`ARc\AR `AA`CbZ^R _a`aYe`AYe]qd{Z^R `A2drW W:Z^AYi¢Cda\Rc
A`CbZ^R _a`CeUiV>dabq¢Cda\RcA`CbZ^R _a`8RcMhjY[¤C`AYgh¢os¡R ZqET_r




\TA]^YgdahjR `A^bedrW YETCdr]qdrY[Z^Ye]×fiEÙ Ú[ÞpU
kAY>dr¢_{ŁaY:Yg¹Cd{Z^R _a`bedr`¢YXC\YghZ^_;_jhjYeWrZ^AYX]^YeWcd{Z^R _a`





Mdr`8Y[£AdrTAW YamlR OYib[_a`C\RchjYe]Md`A_a`AW R `AYgdr]hjso`CdrRcb

















kl_M¢AAR WchZ^AYS_jhjYeW¶mOY;Cd ŁaYZ^_4RchjYe`Z^R s©Z^AY;Ł{drW AYgX_r
Z^AYTCdr]qdrY[Z^Ye]qlR `
â
Z^Cd{Z:¢YgJZ:]^YeWcd{Z^Y>Z^AY;d Ł{drR Wcdr¢AW Y>R `j
TAjZ^drTAW Yg:Z^_Z^AYS_ajZ^TAjZO_a`AYgeUP¦;§¨8_jhjYeWcObedr`i¢Y
RchjYe`Z^R ¤CYgh)¢osTCdr]\Z^Rcb[AWcdr]^W sY[YgbZ^R ŁaYdrW a_a]^R Z^AiemXZ^Cd{Z
O_a]^¡OYeW WXYeŁaYe`8_a]MTA]^_a¢AW YeiER Z^idr`osR `ATAjZ4Ł{dr]^R 
dr¢AW YgSdr`Ch¡JZ^]^_a`AaW s~`A_a`AW R `AYgdr];`Cd{Z^A]^YaU´oCbq¡diYgd{Z^A]^Y
RcXdb[_a`C\Yg¹AYe`Cb[Y_rZ^AY;dr¢AR W R ZJs4_rda\soTjZ^_rZ^RcbedrW W s4Ł{dr`j
Rc\AR `AA`CbZ^R _a`CZ^_©¤AZSb[_aTAW Y[£\A]\dab[YgeU
ª ª ª{« Å¯i°ÆÇÈ)¯iÄ.ªg²$¯i±­	±­
4¯i®E­©È
kAY;TA]^_a¢AW Yed{Z>Cdr`Chidr_aA`ZqPZ^_Z^AYS_jhjYeW R `A_r"dr`
_ajZ^TAjZT_a]\ZE_rOd~hjR aR ZqdrWPn^ŁoRcd8JÚ mZ^AY©_jhjYeW R `A_r
dr`R `ATAjZ>T_a]\Z>¢YeR `AMd\R TAW Ye]>\A¢beda\YaUX¥SjZ^TAjZ>T_a]\Zq
_rlhjR aR ZqdrWCR `Z^Yea]qd{Z^Yghb[R ]qb[AR Zqema_a]>dr`os©oR `Chi_rZ^YgbqA`A_aW 
_aasC{dr]qbqAR Z^YgbZ^A]^Yamgdr]^YX¢AjYe]:b[R ]qb[AR Zqfib[_aT_\YghE_rCbedaJ
bedahjYghvJZqdraYg:R Z^~a]^_{R `AMhj]^R ŁoR `A4bedrTCdr¢AR W R Z^R YgeU:´oCbq
b[R ]qb[AR Zq4TA]^_{ŁoRchjYZ^AYR `Z^Ye]\dab[Yv¢Y[ZJOYeYe`Z^AYvdaJZ©W _{
Ye`AYe]^asR `Z^Ye]^`CdrWOTCdr]\Zq4_r;n^O©dr`ChZ^AY_rµbqAR T·R `Z^Ye]\
b[_a`A`AYgbZqem>Z^Cd{Zi]^Yg¹AR ]^YAR aAYe]iYe`AYe]^as·\R a`CdrWceUff¥SjZ\
TAjZ¢AjYe]qem;Z^AYe]^Y[_a]^YamS4CJZ2R `Cb[]^Ygda\YZ^AYT_{OYe]~_r
Z^]qdr`C\R Z\Z^Ygh\R a`CdrWcW R R Z^R `A~da4Cbq¡daT_^\R ¢AW YEZ^AY
dahAhjYghhjYeWcd sdr`Ch8Z^AYvR `Cb[]^Ygda\Y_rZ^AYv]^Rc\Y{gdrW WPZ^R YgeU
kAYMJZ^]^CbZ^A]^Y_r:d©aYe`AYe]^Rcb_ajZ^TAjZS¢AjYe];Rc;\A_{`R `
¨fiR CUAÚamrAYe]^Y	4hjYe`A_rZ^YgPZ^AY¢AjYe]:R `ATAjZ>Ła_aW ZqdraYEJ¿À½ÁgÀ Â
Z^AY_ajZ^TAjZ_r;Z^AYvA`CbZ^R _a`CdrWTCdr]\Z©_rZ^AYR `Z^Yea]qd{Z^Ygh
daJZhjR aR ZqdrWb[R ]qb[AR ZmXdr`Chdr`ChZ^AY¢AjYe]©Ła_aW ZqdraY








  ff fi
fl ffi
¨fiR aA]^YÚ !Ye`AYe]^Rcbv4AW Z^RcJZqdraYv_ajZ^TAjZ©¢AjYe]dr`ChR Zq
]^YeW YeŁ{dr`ZYeW YgbZ^]^RcbŁ{dr]^Rcdr¢AW YgeU
}
Yb[_aAWchW _o_a_a]~d8¢YeCd ŁoR _a]qdrW_jhjYeW;_rZ^AY_a]^
JÚ ©_a]Z^AY_ajZ^TAjZ~T_a]\Zv_rZ^AY¡b[R ]qb[AR Zv_r¨fiR CU;Ú2¢os
C\R `A"SdaE_ajZ^TAjZMŁ{dr]^Rcdr¢AW Y2J¿À½ÁgÀ Â
É
Ë#Jmfidr`Ch¡Z^AYiR `j
TAjZ¡dr`Ch¸_ajZ^TAjZŁa_aW ZqdraYg¸dr`Ch$m]^Yg\TYgbZ^R ŁaYeW samda




\R Ye`Z:d ŁaY[_a]^iemg¢YgbedrC\YO`AYeR Z^AYe]&E`A_a]P_rZ^AYe]PT_^\R ¢AW Y
¢AjYe];R `ATAjZq;dr]^Ydabeb[Yg^\R ¢AW YaU
nµ`4_a]qhjYe]"Z^_S_{ŁaYe]qb[_aY:Z^ARcfihjR ºvb[AW ZJsamrOYOhjYeŁaYeW _aTMdS\R ©






TATYe`ChjR £modr`ChR `AAYe]^R Zq:_JZ>_rZ^AY
JZ^]^Ye`ArZ^CS_rPZ^AYb[_aTAW Y[Z^Y©¦;§¨#_jhjYeWJÚ USnpZqSRchjYe`j
Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`ffRcvYgda\s#dr`ChmYeŁaYe`)R Z^'d8Ye¢Cda\RcA`Cb
Z^R _a`C^ÁgÀ
 
À ÂPã.-.Ù /jÖ0'21{ÞmlZ^AY~RchjYe`Z^R ¤CYgh·_jhjYeWcZ^]qdabq
dabeb[A]qd{Z^YeW s·Z^AY¡¢YeCd ŁoR _a]v_r_JZ~_ajZ^TAjZ¢AjYe]b[R ]\
b[AR ZqeUi¨AA]\Z^AYe]^_a]^Yam"\R `Cb[Y4Z^AYvb[_aTAW Y[Z^Yi¦;§¨ff_jhjYeW
JÚ lA_aWchAl_a]:dr]^¢AR Z^]qdr]^sW _dahAem Z^AYdabeb[A]qdab[s_rCZ^AY\R ©
TAW R ¤CYghv_jhjYeWCZ^A]^`C>_ajZOZ^_4¢Y;drR ]^W sR `C\Ye`C\R Z^R ŁaY;Z^_MZ^AY










































Z^AY©_ajZ^TAjZT_a]\ZS_a]Eb[_a`CJZqdr`ZSR `ATAjZqS_a]qb[R `AvR ZqSW _aaRcb
JZqd{Z^YZ^_4Z^AYBAP¥
}






¶ÊAEdr]^Y©Z^R YiŁ{dr]^soR `A2OYeR aZMb[_oY[ºvb[R Ye`ZqZ^Cd{Z















hj_{`JZ^]qdr`C\R Z^R _a`"mP]^Yg\TYgbZ^R ŁaYeW saU¡kAY
\Yg¹AYe`Cb[Yg©_rSZ^AYZJO_¡Z^]qdr`C\R Z^R _a`C©_jbeb[A]R `)drW Z^Ye]^`Cd{Z^Y
_a]qhjYe]>dr`Chidr]^Y;Rc^\AYghi\so`CbqA]^_a`A_aC\W sMR Z^iZ^AYSbqCdr`AaYg
_rZ^AYR `ATAjZ>b[_a`Z^]^_aW W R `ASZ^AY_jhjYeW Ygh©T_a]\ZgUX¥;b[_aA]q\Yam
\CbqFd)\R TAW R ¤CYgh'_jhjYeWMA_aWchA2_a`AW s)_a]W _aaRcb8JZqd{Z^Y
Z^]qdr`C\R Z^R _a`CX\TCdab[Ygh©Ye`A_aAaiR `Z^R Yamo\_EZ^Cd{Z>YeŁaYe]^s4`AYe
Z^]qdr`C\R Z^R _a`MJZqdr]\Zqld{½Z^Ye]lZ^AY>TA]^YeŁoR _aC"_a`AYXCda"¢YeYe`©b[_a©
TAW Y[Z^YghUP¾;_{OYeŁaYe]gmg\R `Cb[YXZ^AYOdr¢_{ŁaY:Ł{drW RchjR ZJsb[_a`ChjR Z^R _a`Rc
^d{Z^RcJ¤CYgh2R `¡TA]^_aTYe]^W s~O_a]^oR `AihjR aR ZqdrWfib[R ]qb[AR ZqemR Zhj_oYg





b[R Zqd{Z^R _a`dr`Ch8]^Ygb[_a]qhjR `A_rOZ^]qdr`C\R Ye`Z]^Yg\T_a`C\YgE_rOZ^AY






]^Ygb[_a]qhjYghiZ^]qdr`C\R Ye`Z]^Yg\T_a`C\Ygemjdr`ChRQ>Z^AYER TAW YeYe`j
Zqd{Z^R _a`#_rSZ^AY_a¢jZqdrR `AYgh_jhjYeWR `)dJZqdr`ChAdr]qhb[R ]qb[AR Z
\R 4AWcd{Z^R _a`Ye`oŁoR ]^_a`AYe`ZM^ÁgÀ
 
À Â:´oTARcb[Y U
f:dr]\ZJÚ Xdr_aA`Zq:Z^_4hj]^R ŁaYZ^AY¢AjYe]OA`ChjYe]>_jhjYeW R `A
Z^_M_a¢jZqdrR `Z^]qdr`C\R Ye`ZX_ajZ^TAjZ\R a`CdrWcXbedr]^]^soR `AZ^AYSR `j_a]\
id{Z^R _a`_a`8Z^AYv¢AjYe]M¢YeCd ŁoR _a]gU~kAYiY[£Ab[R Zqd{Z^R _a`dr`Ch
























RchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`¸\R a`CdrWcem>Z^AYe]^Y[_a]^Yamdr]^Yb[_aT_\Ygh#_rMd
hj]^R ŁoR `A¡Ła_aW ZqdraYd ŁaY[_a]^
drTATAW R YghZ^_Z^AYvT_a]\Z\A¢j
_jhjYeW:R `ATAjZMŁ{dr]^Rcdr¢AW Y Sdr`Ch¡_rOR Zqb[_a]^]^Yg\T_a`ChjR `Ab[A]\
]^Ye`ZO]^Yg\T_a`C\YM\A¢A_jhjYeW_ajZ^TAjZOŁ{dr]^Rcdr¢AW Y UPkAYhj]^R Ł
R `A4d ŁaY[_a]^ffi4CJZO¢Ybedr]^Y[AW W shjYg\R a`AYghmaR `v_a]qhjYe]:Z^_
Y[£Ab[R Z^YYeŁaYe]^s·T_^\R ¢AW Y¡hjso`CdrRcb¢YeCd ŁoR _a]i_rZ^AY¡\sjJ
Z^YeHA`ChjYe]_jhjYeW R `ACU·´oCbq#dhjYg\R a`"m:A_{OYeŁaYe]gmPRcd
b[]^R Z^RcbedrWPT_aR `Z_r>YeŁaYe]^s2`A_a`AW R `AYgdr]ERchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`TA]^_a¢j
W Ye2ma¢YgbedrC\Y_a`AW s4¹CdrW R Zqd{Z^R ŁaYaARchjYeW R `AYgXdr]^Yd Ł{drR Wcdr¢AW Y
Ù Q{ÞpUXk>soTARcbedrWhj]^R ŁoR `A©d ŁaY[_a]^i>dr]^Y4AW Z^R W YeŁaYeW\R a`CdrWc
\TCdr`A`AR `A#Z^AYA_aW Y]qdr`AaY8_rdrW W _{OYgh¸R `ATAjZŁ{drW AYg
R Z^\AR Zqdr¢AW YvhjA]qd{Z^R _a`8dr`ChdahAhjYgh`A_aRc\YaUkAYv\YeW Ygb
Z^R _a`_rlZ^AYMhj]^R ŁoR `A©d ŁaY[_a]^Rcd©id{Z\Z^Ye]_rfi]^YeTYgd{Z^Ygh
RchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`Y[£jTYe]^R Ye`Zqem AYe]^Y:Z^AY>dr¢AR W R ZJs_rAhjR Ye]\
Ye`ZfiRchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`4\R a`CdrWcZ^_SsoR YeWchEa_o_jh¹CdrW R ZJs_jhjYeWc
RcŁaYe]^R ¤CYgh2_{ŁaYe]Sd~\Y[ZE_r>^drTAW Y©\sjJZ^YeieUSnµ`¡_a]qhjYe];Z^_
_a¢jZqdrR `hj]^R ŁoR `Aid ŁaY[_a]^Z^Cd{ZSbedr`2¢Y4\so`Z^AYg\R eYgh~¢os
JZqdr`ChAdr]qhd ŁaY[_a]^»aYe`AYe]qd{Z^_a]qemCOY©W _o_a~_a]Z^AY©\R ©
TAW YgJZvhj]^R ŁoR `Ad ŁaY[_a]^Ye`C\A]^R `A\Cbeb[Yg^JAWRchjYe`Z^R ¤A
bed{Z^R _a`"US¥SA]S_aTjZ^R 4AbqA_aRcb[YRc;Z^AYZ^]qdrTYee_aRchAdrW"Ła_aW Z\
draY©d ŁaY[_a]^$\A_{`R `¨fiR CU 'jm"ARcbq8Cdad{ZTCdr]\Zq
drW W _{R `A¡Z^AY_ajZ^TAjZiT_a]\Z4Z^_8]^YgdabqJZ^YgdahjsJZqd{Z^Y_aTj
Ye]qd{Z^R _a`~dr`ChvYghjaYgOR Z^~]^Rc\Y{gdrW WCZ^R Ygb[_aTCdr]qdr¢AW YZ^_
Z^AYS\R ZqbqAR `AZ^R Yg:_rZ^AY;T_a]\ZgUPV:£oZ^Ye`C\R ŁaY`oAYe]^RcbedrW
Y[£jTYe]^R Ye`Zq\A_{Z^Cd{Z`A_aRc\YeW Yg^vd ŁaY[_a]^i_rZ^ARc
oR `Chvdr]^YS\jºvb[R Ye`Z>_a]XZ^AYS_jhjYeW R `A4_rZJsoTARcbedrW_ajZ^TAjZ
¢AjYe]qeU





















¨fiR aA]^Y ' :k>soTARcbedrWhj]^R ŁoR `A4Ła_aW ZqdraY;d ŁaY[_a]^ \>dr`Ch
Z^AYib[_a]^]^Yg\T_a`ChjR `A \;]^Yg\T_a`C\YamC_a]^R `AvZ^AYiJZ^Ygdahjs












dr]^Y_a¢jZqdrR `AYgh©]^_ad\Y[Z>_r"\R ZqbqAR `ARchjYe`j









































dr]^Y:Z^AYO\R ZqbqAR `ASRchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`4\R a`CdrWcemgARcbq
dr]^YS]^Ygb[_a]qhjYghiAYe`vZ^AYE_ajZ^TAjZT_a]\Zhj]^R ŁaYgXZJO_©hjR Ye]\
Ye`ZW _dahAEW _dahd>dr`Ch~W _dah¢\Odr`Chb[_aTAW Y[Z^YEJZqd{Z^Y













































kAYe]^Y~dr]^Yv`A_¡]^YgJZ^]^RcbZ^R _a`C_a`W _dahffddr`ChW _dah)¢m
ARcbqbedr`¢Y~drWc\_2]^YgdrWX\_aA]qb[YgJZ^R 4AWcd{Z^R `A2Z^AYi_ajZ\









hj]^Yg^Z^AY_aTjZ^R R gd{Z^R _a`_rS\Cbq·W _dahAeUfX]^Yg\Ye`Z^W sOY
C\Y~Z^AY2^drY~W _dahA4]^Ygb[_aYe`ChjYgh¢osnJ§On\´Z^_bqCdr]\
dabZ^Ye]^R eY2T_a]\Zv\R ZqbqAR `AemS¿À½ÁgÀ ÂSW _dah'd©Rcid8]^Yg\RcJZ^_a]
dr`Ch¡W _dah·¢;RcEd~\Ye]^R YgSb[_a`A`AYgbZ^R _a`¡_rOdv]^Yg\RcJZ^_a]dr`Ch
d©¢Cd{Z\Z^Ye]^saU
nµ`TCdr]\Z'a;OYb[_aTAjZ^YMZ^AY_jhjYeWfiTCdr]qdrY[Z^Ye]q]^_a




Z^R _a`¸_rEZ^AYOYeR aZb[_oY[ºvb[R Ye`Zq 3D8"¶ÊAiRc~dJZ^]qdrR aZ\







_a¢jZqdrR `AYgh~]^_aZ^AY4JZ^Ygdahjs~JZqd{Z^YRchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`\R a`CdrWc
ŁoRcddr`dabZ^CdrWoRchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`©drW a_a]^R Z^A2U
}
YC\YOZ^AYdrW 
a_a]^R Z^A_r>Ù 'gÞ_a]^dr`AR eYghda:_aW W _{;eUPkAYSJZ^YgdahjsJZqd{Z^Y




WcdrTATAR `A_r;YeŁaYe]^sT_^\R ¢AW Y~¢Cda\RcA`CbZ^R _a`"UkAYe`"mP_a]
ãË5ÚaÖ0'jÖCQAÖeÛ Û ÛjJZ^YeTC	p¿  4dr`Ch!p¿½¿  M¢YeW _{Fdr]^Y]^YeTYgd{Z^Ygh
p¿  "NTÁ$#&%' SaÁ$¿(*)$+j¿,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kAY\YeW YgbZ^R _a`_rXZ^AYib[Ye`Z^Ye]qSRcSdab[R W R Zqd{Z^Ygh¡¢os2Z^AY©_a]\
Z^A_aa_a`CdrW R gd{Z^R _a`_rZ^AYvZ^R Y\Yg¹AYe`Cb[Yg4dr`Ch8Z^AY~TA]^_r
b[Yg^RcZ^Ye]^R `Cd{Z^Ygh8AYe`Z^AYi_JZ4\R a`AR ¤bedr`Z_jhjYeW
Rc]^YgdabqAYghU
¨fiR `CdrW W samrR `©TCdr]\Z;RQl_rAZ^AY_jhjYeW R `AETA]^_jb[Yg^em Z^AYRchjYe`j
Z^R ¤CYghffR `ATAjZ\p_ajZ^TAjZhjRc^b[]^Y[Z^Y[¶Z^R Y¡_jhjYeWRcv]^YeTAWcdab[Ygh
¢osd~b[_a`Z^R `oA_aCJ¶Z^R Y4JZqd{Z^Y[µ\TCdab[Y_jhjYeW¶mR `_a]qhjYe]Z^_
¢Y~Ygda\R W sb[_jhjYgh·da4didab[]^_a_jhjYeW>_r;b[R ]qb[AR Z\R 4AWcd{
Z^_a]qW R aY·´oTARcb[YaU´oCbqFd)b[_a`oŁaYe]q\R _a`ffRcdabqAR YeŁaYghff¢os
]^YeTAWcdab[R `Aff¢CdabqffZ^AYZ^R Y·Ł{dr]^Rcdr¢AW YR `fl'a#Ë ÊCMm
AYe]^YDCRcvZ^AY8^drTAW R `A·Z^R YC\Ygh)Z^_#^drTAW Y¡Z^AY
R `ATAjZSdr`Ch~_ajZ^TAjZd ŁaY[_a]^iqXdr`Ch~¢osvdrTATA]^_ £jR id{Z^R `A












¶ÊCMÕ@CpÞUfikAY>R TAW YeYe`Zqd{Z^R _a`_r
Z^AYb[_a`Z^R `oA_aCJ¶Z^R YS_jhjYeWRcO_a¢jZqdrR `AYghv¢osZ^AYEYg¹AR Ł
drW Ye`Z~b[R ]qb[AR Zq_rR ZqvJZqd{Z^Y[µ\TCdab[YYg¹Cd{Z^R _a`CemXZ^Cd{Z~dr]^Y
¦;ffb[R ]qb[AR ZqOR Z^2b[_a`Z^]^_aW W Ygh~\_aA]qb[YgeUP¨fiR CU Q©\A_{;Odr`

































































kARc4´oYgbZ^R _a`\A_{;SZ^AYvdrTATAW Rcbed{Z^R _a`8_rOZ^AYiTA]^_aT_\Ygh
_jhjYeW R `AFTA]^_jb[YghjA]^YZ^_Fd'ŁoR ]\Z^CdrWihjYeŁoRcb[YamiARcbq.Rc
d#´oTARcb[Y¡Z^]qdr`C\RcJZ^_a]\pW YeŁaYeW;_jhjYeW_rZ^AY¢AjYe]2b[R ]qb[AR Z
\A_{`2R `¨fiR CU CUXkAYTCdr]qdrY[Z^Ye]Ł{drW AYgC\Ygh~_a]Z^ARc
Y[£AdrTAW Y>dr]^YPZ^A_\YX]^YeT_a]\Z^YghEd{ZlTCdrCU'K QO_r"Ù / ÞpmgZ^Cd{Zfidr]^Y
]^YeTA]^Yg\Ye`Zqd{Z^R ŁaYS_rl_ajZ^TAjZ¢AjYe]qb[_aT_\Yghi_rOÚaU 'ML
O8¥E´~R `oŁaYe]\Z^Ye]JZqdraYgeUPkAYYgda\A]^YeYe`Z_r vdr`Ch 
_rfi\Cbq~d4ŁoR ]\Z^CdrWhjYeŁoRcb[Y©½Z^AYQSYeŁoRcb[YON;`ChjYe]_jhjYeW R `A
QJNS;AYe]^Ygd{½Z^Ye]Rc\R 4AWcd{Z^Ygh2¢oshj]^R ŁoR `A~dr`Ch2W _daho
R `AMR ZOR Z^Z^AY^drY;b[R ]qb[AR ZXZ^Cd{Z>O_aAWch¢Y;C\YghR `vdr`
dabZ^CdrWCY[£jTYe]^R Ye`ZOdr`Ch¢osb[_aTAjZ^R `AZ^AYS]^Yg\T_a`C\Y_r
Z^AY8b[_aTAW Y[Z^Yb[R ]qb[AR Z~_a]2´oTARcb[YaUffikAY8^drTAW YghffhAd{Zqd
`AYeYghjYgh#_a]iZ^AY¡RchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`ffdr]^Y_a¢jZqdrR `AYgh#¢os#^dr©
TAW R `A¡Z^AY~b[_aTAjZ^Yghd ŁaY[_a]^iER Z^d C4PiËÚ 1 12TC
TAR Zqbq"U:kARcPY[£AdrTAW YRcP_a`AY_rCZ^AYidr`osRchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`











kAY~JZ^YgdahjsJZqd{Z^YiRchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`\R a`CdrWcdr]^Y_a¢jZqdrR `AYgh
¢os\Y[Z\Z^R `A,8YeR Z^AYe]MZ^_¾;n!E¾_a] AP¥
}
JZqd{Z^Y~dr`Ch8¢os
hj]^R ŁoR `AMZ^AY_ajZ^TAjZT_a]\ZOR Z^vZ^AYSZ^]qdrTYee_aRchAdrWŁa_aW ZqdraY
d ŁaY[_a]^hjYg^b[]^R ¢YghR `´oYgbZ^R _a`nffifl\YeY¨fiR CU 'aUkAY
\R ZqbqAR `AvRchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`¡hAd{Zqdvdr]^Y_a¢jZqdrR `AYgh2¢os2drTATAW s
R `AvdTAAWc\Y ~d ŁaY[_a]^b[_a`ZqdrR `AR `AidAP¥
}
Z^_v¾;n!E¾
Z^]qdr`C\R Z^R _a`#dr`ChmOd{½Z^Ye]vd8\jºvb[R Ye`ZZ^R Y2WcdrCm>d8¾;n!E¾
Z^_NAP¥
}
Z^]qdr`C\R Z^R _a`"mlAYe`Z^AY~QJNS hj]^R ŁaYgYeR Z^AYe]4d
Ú 1 1_^·]^Yg\RcJZ^_a]W _dahd\:_a]XZ^AYE\Ye]^R YgXb[_a`A`AYgbZ^R _a`v_r"d




R ZJs~_rPZ^AY_a¢jZqdrR `AYgh_jhjYeW¶mCOYMb[_aTCdr]^YER Zq]^Yg\T_a`C\Yg
R Z^4Z^AYO]^Yg\T_a`C\Ygl_rAZ^AYQJNS_a]PŁ{dr]^R _aC"Z^YgJZPW _dahAem
hjR Ye]^Ye`Z]^_aZ^A_\Y©C\Ygh¡R `Z^AYib[_aTAjZqd{Z^R _a`¡_rXZ^AY
\R ZqbqAR `A2RchjYe`Z^R ¤bed{Z^R _a`\R a`CdrWceU©¨fiR aA]^Y /\A_{;SZ^AY
]^Yg\T_a`C\YgS_rXZ^AY_jhjYeW:dr`Ch_rXZ^AYQJNS AYe`Z^AYes
drTATAW sd¡W _aaRcb~¾;n!E¾»TAAWc\Y~Z^_8\_aY~idrR `AW s]^Yg\RcJZ^R ŁaY
Z^YgJZEW _dahASdr`Ch2Z^_diAR aAW sbedrTCdab[R Z^R ŁaYZ^YgJZW _dahUkAY
dabeb[A]qdab[s#_rZ^AY8_jhjYeWdr`ChffR ZqR `C\Ye`C\R Z^R ŁoR ZJs#Z^_Z^AY
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